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I* introduction
fha berm "negative interest rates## although soon 
frequently in economic literature* has never been properly 
defined* Ho real analysis had yet been found which attempt© 
to ©how its significance and proper place in economic theory# 
It will he show# in this study that there are 
several quite distinct meanings to the tom# Since this 
has evidently not been recognised hy writers on the subject, 
a certain confusion has arisen in connection with Its em«* 
ployment# It was this I Undefined use that was largely 
responsible for the selection of this topic for a thesis*
the first task in the preparation of this paper was 
to trace hack the proposals for negative interest to the 
functions which each was to serve# Although a variety of 
terms were used by various writers In order to give a more 
definitive deseripiieu*»earpying charges# stamped money# 
exchange tames# and capital levies# the use of a particular 
term by two or' mors writers was no more of a guarantee that 
they were digeossing the same subject than was the use of 
the more general "negative interest*41 fhe proposals wore 
then classified into five groups# three of these concerned 
with negative Interest loan contractSf the fourth dealing
2with a *aaitiral* negative interest ml# in tha terms of ortho* 
deac economic#* m &  the fifth describing and analysing the use
of negative interest in monetary reform.. A final motion 
briefly evaluate# th# five concepts and conclude# th# thesis*
If preliminary work had been don# in th# field# an 
organisation bettor adapted to making comparison# between the 
propnls might hare been adopted# Sine# this i* the first 
study which h m  attempted.-to classify and analyse negative 
interest concepts# a simple arrangement has been followed 
which combines clarity with a maximum of flexibility*
XI* negative interest % m m  Contracts
X* loans for Oonsitmptioti
** Origin of Bioousoian
The earliest discussions m  interest wore prompted
by a widespread opposition, to *ueury* on ethical and religious
grounds* Until comparatively recent times# interest on all
loans was condemned* The repugnance to inters©! in certain
primitive societies has been attributed to the fear that the
group might be weakened militarily since free eltiaseas able to
keep and bear arms might be reduced to slavery through debt*
Aristotle argued that money was sterilet
The m m t  hated sort lof w#aXth*geitimg] and with 
the greatest reason Is usury# which make© a gain, out of 
money Itself# and not from the natural object of it#
For money was intended to be used in exchange# but not 
to increase at interest* and this term interest#4 
which meanb the birth of money from money# is applied 
to th# breeding of money because the offspring reeem* 
bles the parent* therefore of.all^modss of getting 
wealth this is th# most unnatural
In th# periods of ©reek and Homan dominance the prevailing
opposition to interest was strengthened on a basis of social
reepectaMXiiyf the ownership of landed estates was th#
only gentlemanly source of income*
1
^ kos* lit* ^offspring**
0. Boss, ed„, T*- *» O£>0*,
litiea,* trsna. Benjamin jowott (Oxford* Clarendon Press,
1931), 12S81».
Willi the epread of Christian dmtrinm th® oh*
jeetlen to money*lending for profit bee&ma still more In*
tens#! "indeed it wae admittedly a compromise with strict
3
Christian tenets to require repayment of principal#* Tkvm
times in the Old Testament and m m  in the Hew, the nan against
"usury* w m  laid down, although one passage appear# to leave
m lno$«hol<§ for the lending of money outside the Jewish
community* "Unto m stranger thou mayeat lend upon usury#
4hut unto thy brother thou atislt not lend upon usury****
B* H*. Tawney summarises the general medieval 
arguments against usury as followsi
To tales usury is contrary to Scripture $ it is
contrary to Aristotlet it Is contrary to nature, for 
it ie to live' without labour* it is to sell time, which 
belongs to §cd* for the advantage of wicked mem it is 
to rob those who use the money lent, and to whom, since
they make It profitable, the profits should belong I
it is unjust in itself# for the benefit of the loan 
to the borrower cannot emceed the value of the prln* 
olp&I bum lent him* it is In defiance of sound juris* 
tic principles, for when a loan of money is made, the 
property in the thing lent passes to the borrower, and 
why should the creditor demand payment from a man who 
i® merely using what is now his ewn?#l>
With th# passing cf the Middle Ages, support for 
the charging of interest em productive loans began to be 
found* the Physiocrats beii-eved that credit m m  justified
3
frank b* Knight# **Interest#* Encyclopaedia of the. 
Baelai, Sciences (Bow York! ' m m i l l m  CoSpi^, lf32)i:,~ W l l , 131*
 4.....
The quotation Is from Bent* 23* 19*20* a #  other 
three reference# are Bm* 22s 25* her* 25s 35*37* Ink# 6s 35*
5
IU B* Tawney, Belgian smith# BiMa_M OAP±t^|sm
(London* Penguin Books Limited, 1938)# 65#
iwhen extended to farmers* Agriculture* they argued* was
productive9 m d  a greater sum than the principal could ha
repsysd yet a benefit accrue to th# borrower* fha Class!*
oletof in expanding the Hot of productiv® activities* gave
a theorstica! foundation for the charging of interest iiP
an extremely wide range of loans* though noises* Including
Adam Smith*- believed that- a maxlsum rate should be fixed 
6
by law*
Justification for the charging of interest on 
loans for purely consumptive purposes has never been mu 
widely given or accepted* Popular disapproval of the "loan 
shark" exists strongly today* With this attitude prevalent 
it was only natural that it should be realised that changes 
in the price level might work an additional Imrdship on th® 
borrower* and that during a period of falling prices* even 
if the rate were at sero* an equivalent in real goods greater 
than that received might be exacted from one who had been 
forced to borrow from personal necessity*
The idea of a negative interest rate* therefore* 
was one of imposing a nominally negative rat® for the r®^ 
payment of a loan in order that th# real rat# of Interest7
W~~
M a m  Smith* Wealth of Buttons (Mlnbwrght Adam 
and Charles Black* m d  W i W m 'fif¥*Tli4&}* 158*
7
%■ real rat® w® do not moan the "natural" or 
"equilibrium" rat# of interest which wieksell called the
might remain th® mme or that m  interest at all might m** 
erne.to the lender* this wm  don® usually simply by con­
verting th© substance. of the loan from money into the- goods 
purchased by the borrower*'eeeaslexsally throng the prepar­
ation of index- number* 'on'tho. basic of which th# face value 
of the loan could bo altered*
th# opposite case* on# in which the lander is put 
at a disadvantage because of a rise in the general price 
level* -has oftm  boen-lllnstmttd by. economists* sayas* 
has done this in the following terms %
If m ■ mum of money worth 100 In terms of eommod* 
tiles at the time when the loan is -mad# lenient for 
a year at 5 par cent Interest, and 1® only worth 90 
in terms of commodities at the on# of the year* the -; 
lender receives book* Including h£# interest* what is 
worth 94J* This Is expressed by saying that while 
the money rate of Interest is 5 per cent#, th# real 
rate of interest had actually been negative and equal 
to minus Sf per cent*9
this situation* however* hat not given rise to
any1 specific .proposal© for it#- correction* This is probably
"real rate" In contradistinction to the market rat# in his 
equilibrium analysis* m  frofesser Hsysk has pointed out# 
th# tarm *rehl rate" of interest is unsatisfactory in th# 
sens# which Wiskeell gave It .sings it eolnoldes with Pro­
fessor Fisher*#' "real rate*" th# more commonly used tern# 
Professor Fisher9# definition, and the definition which we 
shall use, "denotes th# actual rat# plus the rats of appro- 
ci&ti6te""OT. Minm th# depreciation of money, and Is in aeser* 
dancewlth common usage, which oraployathe term "real wages" 
or "real Income" in the same seme** •■' Friedrich .A*- ffayefc* 
Monetary Theory and the Trade ' Cycle (!#w Torkt H&roouri- 
BraceCo#,Xi&V*^
' 8
John Maynard Key m o  9 Mom feary, Hoform (lew Turks 
Har court, Brae# and Company, x 9i4 J7’rsl*24 *'
true* first* because the monetary reformer has not been 
greatly concerned with the problems of the money-lender* 
and second, because in periods of rising prices the nominal 
rate of interest is usually raised in an effort to maintain 
the real rate* There hare been instances where contracts 
hare been made with payments stabilised in terms of the 
price level, presumably in the 'interests of justice to 
both parties* and to free each of them from the necessity 
of hedging against fluctuations in the price level* in 
Great Britain, a large number'of workers are receiving wages 
which are made to vary with the price level in order to keep 
the ttreal wage11 constant* This has been extended to the 
field of monetary loans in the form of the "stabilised bond*" 
The only instance found in which such an experiment was ac­
tually tried in the United States was the Hand Kferdex issue'
Of' i percent thirty-year stabilised debentures, due in. 19S5* 
The amount of the current interest payments and the sum 
payable at maturity were both made to depend upon the level 
of the United States_Bureau of Labor Statistics index num­
ber of wholesale prices* The Issue was retired shortly
9
after originally released*'
If the nominal interest on such a loan were com-, 
poted in the usual fashion, it might vary from a negative 
figure to a high positive one-during the lifetime of a
9~~
Benjamin Graham and David L« Dodd, Security Analysis 
(Mew fork* Whittlesey House, 1934), 621* '
8tend* This emphasises the Incidental nature of the negative 
interest ruts which results from the efforts of an individual 
to minimize the influence of Die price level on hi® debtor of 
oreditor position* the term *neg&tl?e rate” is merely a con­
venient description of a by-product of thinking in toms of 
real goods instead of money*
b* Theoretical Analysis
Once it is thoroughly understood that the payment
of a negative Interest on certain types of loans for consum-
tlon la only to be made in event of a change in the price level*
its nature is clear* The rate is only -nominally negatives the
infcation la to keep the real rate at th© former level* Pro*
pes&ls of this nature in connection with the repayment of war
debts to the United statea* however* met groat opposition in
'this country* although theee proposals were put in the form of
a commutation of the substance of the loan from money into- th®
actual goods purchased so that the function'of th® Change would
be unmistakable* The opposition was almost entirely political*
not from the professional economist* The general attitude of
Congress was much like that of Calvin Ooolidga* who was re­
in
ported to have said# tfr;ellt they hired the money* didn’t they?”
™ tw^ r' n,lW mu
Calvin Ceolidge* Quoted in frank H# almonds* The 
A B 0 of War Debts (Hew-fork® Harper & Brothers Publishers*
m i j V T *  ~
9Th© British* on th© other hand# were quick to point
out that almost none of the Money lent by the American govern** •
meat was actually sent abroad! it was spent here for goods which
were then shipped across* They maintained with considerable
logic that from an economic standpoint the loan could only have
11
been in real goods despite the wording of the loan contract*
This stand was supported by most impartial students in this
country* Vfc* Simonds was one among several who emphasised that
the European nations# then# asked from the United States 
not money* but materials* And the American Government 
honored their demands* It provided them with what they 
required and it took their promises to pay in cash for what 
they received in kind* ’ In this transaction money played 
only the smallest part*3-0
Aside from the legal aspects of the problem# this 
clearly raises the fundamental question of why interest is 
paid* tf it could, be demonstrated that interest should only 
be paid for the use of real goods# not money, the justice of 
-an adjusted interest payment equivalent to a negative rate 
during a period of rapidly falling prices might be conceded*
The orthodox productivity theory of interest would 
indeed appear to authorise the payment of interest only on 
physical capital since the nature of goods# not the nature of 
money, is given as the basis for the justification of interest* 
The customary statement that interest is paid for the privilege 
of exercising a command over real capital obscures the point
~ n
See, for example* p* K* Cole and R* S* Postgate,
War...Debts and Reparations (London* The lew statesman and 
Ktion* 1932}'*
12
almonds, op* cit * * $■*
10
somewhat# but dees mt leave mm% doubt m  to the basically
physical nature- of the loan contract*
It in fruitless, to m%k& mm analysis on a produc*
tivity basis# however# since personal to a m  or war loans are
for ©onaumptiv©# m % productive purpose©.! •there was never
from the start any thought that those [loans] could bo am*
13
ployed...4tn staete fashion as to bring material return#* Further#
It. is tacitly understood by orthodox economists that the
business man is willing to t&tee the riok involved in assuming
a contractual'obligation# li should be noted that it io often
possible for the business man to hedge against changes In the
price level**"©!* advantage rarely open to the neooeeitouo
borrower* The question has only been raised here since, as
Haynes has pointed out#
the question h m  bean constantly debated whether these 
0* 3-[the war debts] ought to bo treated as investments, 
Just 11 he any other buslnase transaction, or whether 
. regard Should be paid to their origin and to the ©iron®* 
stances In which they ■were made. It has been the Brit­
ish view that they war© not made mm business transactions 
and should not be treated as such* It has been the Amr** 
lean view, on th# other hand# that they should be to&<m 
•at their face value, that is to say# as bonds' due and 
payable* tempered* - only by ooneileiseMons as to tte**oapac* 
ity of the debtor to pay# and# in practice# by a will* 
ingnees on the part of the United States to accept a low 
rate of interest^4
13
Ibid*, 7*
14
TTO.ynee# Kennys In Persuasion {Londons MacMillan 
and Co,# Limited* "" ’
u
If all doubt as to the nature of m
loan be eliminated, ©everai other theories of interest may
beat be applied* For example* holders of the fcimc-preforeaee
theory agree with soma Qualifications and additions* that pay*
©eat la ©ad® for “waiting,® or some tiling akin to the "aba tin*
1 6once® concept made famous by I&ssaat* Senior# ' far* Keynes hau 
offered a refinement to the simple waiting theory which he 
ha# found useful in correcting & number of important errors 
in conventional economic thought t
It should he obvious that the rate of interest 
cannot he m return for saving or waiting as ©uch.# For 
if a- ©an hoards hie savings in cash, lie earns no Inter*# 
ec.t, though he eaves just as much as before* On the 
contrary, the mere definition of the rate of Interest 
tells- us in so ©any words that the rate of interest is. 
the reward for parting with liquidity for a specified 
‘period**6
If we extend the concept of abstinence uven further 
than is now usual to include Keynes1 "parting with liquidity** 
we ©ay say roughly that under fhrnm theories the lender' re** 
eelves payment for abstaining from consumption or from the 
exercise of economic power at a present time against a. future 
time* If it be admitted, however, that abstinence is the 
justification for the payment, it also must be admitted that 
the interest should be paid only for the actual abstinence 
involved* which can only m e m  the abstinence from the coneump*
" 15
Hassau w* Senior, political, Seonoiay (London» Hi chard 
Griffin and Company, 1858), Bl^^^and^paSaMT
16
Kfey&es* fhe General theory of toployiaeat# Interest 
and Money (Londonri^railan and Co* *
12
ilm off or .exorcise of pmmit ovor* real goods* In th© case 
of a fall in the price. level* a change in the principal**'value 
of -the-, loan or a commutation into good© ©«*»*ivalent’ to a aega» 
tiv© nominal rate of interest might etill allow for a positive* 
real Internet return which would be commensurate with the 
^abstinence* of the lender*
i\ further complication might be raised by pointing 
out that an alternative use for the capital might be for 
commercial purposes* in.which cane a borrower would be expect** 
©d to assume the uncertainties attending the conduct of M b 
business* It could then bo maintained that the lender should 
be entitled to any benefit which would result from a change 
in the price level* even if the particular loan wore for 
cottnu&ptiott* since h« had a choice of borrower© and might a© 
well have' selected' one who' would''not hare pleaded th© non** 
productiv© nature of the loan as a grounds far demanding a 
downward alteration of the nominal interest charges* fhie is 
particularly convincing ©iso® th© lender usually could show 
that he-probably would have been forced to take a loss r©» 
suiting from an opposite price movement*
3hen carried to this extreme* the question re* 
solves itself into am ethical or a legal ono* That there is 
the power to force a necessitous borrower.into a contract 
which may produce for th© lender on enforcement a greater 
value than that which he should be permitted to receive
xa
under most ethical standards is usually accepted# The prob**
leas is the same as that discussed by medieval'ecclesiastics
and i© outs.ide the realm of conventional economic analysis*
In individual cases> of course# such as that of the payment
of the war debts# a wide variety of additional practical and
theoretical problems are'present Which are .disregarded here
as irrelevant to our discussion of the principles involved
in this one aspect of the question of loans for consumption*
A number of economists reject completely the eon**
ventional analyse© of interest* Representative of a large
segment of this unorthodox analysis is the statement by Hugo
Rilgram that "interest is paid for.the use' of money as a
medium of exchange# and not for thf use of capital as a mean©
of production*" In support of this statement he recalls that
Interest begin© when money is borrowed# not when borrowed
17money is spent foe physical capital*
Reasoning of this typo is not used to justify pay** 
ment at the contractual rate# but to condemn the entire in* 
©titution of interest as, a burden upon society* usually 
scheme© for the abolition of interest are suggested# vary­
ing from the unlimited issue of fiat money to proposals for 
land reform* The modern exponent©, of Henry Georg©*© single 
tax doctrine© are particularly emphatic in their denunciation
Hugo Bilgram.# The Remedy for Over product ion and 
Unemployment (Hew York: Yanguard ires©#""Y9Wy#' 105*
14
of "a monetary humbug that puts the people to the necessity 
of borrowing money and paying interest when by the simple 
expedient of monetising their rent they could create all of
t Q
the money needed for public purposes*"
fhat a revolt against the classical Justifications 
of interest is taking place even among our more "respectable* 
economists might he deduced from a number of statements made 
recently* Probably the most influential economist in this 
group has been Keynes*
1 was brought up to believe that the attitude of 
the Medieval Church to-the rate of interest was inher* 
ently absurd* and that the subtle discussions aimed at 
distinguishing the return on money*lo&ns from the return 
to active investment wire merely Jesuitical attempts to 
find a practical escape from a foolish theory* But 
X now read these discussions as an honest Intellectual 
effort to keep separate what -the classical theory has 
inextricably confused together, namely# the rate of 
interest and the marginal efficiency of capital* for 
it now seems clear that the disquisitions of the school** 
men were directed toward the elucidation of a. formula 
which should allow the schedule of marginal efficiency 
of capital to be high# whilst using rule and custom 
and the moral law to keep down the rate of interest*3*9
A more conservative evaluation of the so-called "trend" away
from strict Interest orthodoxy would merely give the eonteia*
porary analysts credit for taking greater pains to place em*
phasie on real goods and real returns* At any rate it is ap~
V
parent that the tendency in -theory# if extended to recoxamanda*
_  jg ~
Charles A* Green# fhe profits: of the Barth (Boston# 
the Christopher Publishing House 
If '
Keynes #- General fheovy, 351*352*
18
Mobs fox1 positive action, *111 increase the nuaber of loss 
contracts stabilized in teraa of the prioe level and w i n  re­
sult in noainally negative interest loans In the adjustment 
to cyclical changes*
B* 2*ofmB for Institutional Consumption 
a* 'Origin of Biseussion
One class of loans for consumption deserves sap*
orate consideration since it is usually not associated with
the ,preju&lo* against usury# fadeed* such loans are frequent*
ly not oo- oiAered as loans for consumption at all# although
actually belonging la this category* rhea© are loans to ea*
terprises which are. admittedly non*profitable la a comer*
oial sense but which are regarded as desirable for the well*
being of th© oossrnuiiity as a whole^hospit&Xs, schools* and
other institutional consumer©* to us# the explanation given
by Herat Mendershausent
For society a© a whole production of a commodity Is eo* 
onomc&lly reasonable if th© social valuation of output 
exceeds social costs at the margin# where social valrn* 
tions (m m S T represent the - sum of private and colic©** 
tive valuations {cost#)** for certain production pros* 
ease© th© social valuation of output may exceed social 
costs whliy W e ’hrlmte valuation of output fslls’^SESrt 
private ooata* rSf®si- a social point of view It is 
deslrEHle^to carry out these processes in spit© of the go 
fact that they cause leases to the individual producer#'
Hr* Mendershaueep * although using reasoning appli** 
cable to th© social mluatlon of schools and hospitals # was 
not referring to these agencies* then making the st&te&s&t 
quoted# he was primarily concerned with Industries naeessmy 
for national .defense* While those industries are comparable 
to the Institutions named In that broad social motives under*
Horst henderstoueen* the Economicsof War (low Yorks 
Brenti©e**MaIX* Inc** 1940}# SB*
14# their support* th# fact that loans to defense industries 
are made In normal timm to kmp the producer la business* 
not to maintain immediate consumption* -mkm It more oonven- 
lent to postpone 'the analysts of -these enterprises until we 
seme to the section on loan# for productive purposes*
are- forced to compete with commercial enterprises for the 
us© of money t "under modern conditions their terms depend
upon those of loans for productive purposes#w Bine# they 
are aotually agencies for consumption* such competition has 
appeared to many to he neither logical nor la the host in-* 
tercets of society# a#y are often not only noti-prof Itable* 
hat unprofitable* so that government low«lat#r#st or sere** 
interest loans would act solve the problem of maintaining 
them# Subsidies to the shipping and other industries* to 
be discussed below* have frequently been given in the form 
of highly remunerative government contracts* 'Ibla avenue 
is not open to the institutions named except in .rare Instance* 
Adolph Berle* therefore* has suggested that negative Inter­
est loan contracts be used in the support of the institution*
as
&1 consumer* In effect* he has suggested a new fora of sub* 
sidissation#
At present when institutions need capital,* they
21
Knight* "Interest** op.#.. bit#» 134
A93§*
In m. address at the Brookings Institution Xoungo:i
18
b* fheoretteal Analysis
Without going into the general theory of subsi&iEa* 
M o n  by government* wo should be prepared to dm© some pm* 
limlnasy conclusions- to to the advisability of subsidising 
agencies for institutional oonstxnptlou by means of negative
inter cat loans# this will entail little m m  analysis than%
that required to Indicate the tmjor differences between neg­
ative interest subsidies and the conrcutloual. feme of gov<* 
e m a m t  aid#
iia benefit that would be received by the borrower 
under a negative loan would be the result of two things t the 
saving over the interest charge that would have been emoted 
in the open market# and the gain from contracting to return 
leas than was borrowed# minor subsidisation through savings 
in interest has bean practised steadily by the government 
in recent years for the benefit of private consumers and many 
institutional ones* the lone Owners* Loan Corporation, the 
farm loan agencies# and many others have been offering loans 
at considerably below - market cost# As long as the interest 
rate remains at a positive figure# there is no incentive on 
the part of the recipient of the loan to increase M s  advan­
tage by borrowing more than is actually retired# At the 
game time# no leas Is sustained by the government*
When the loan Is at a negative rate# however# it 
becomes advantageous for the borrower to increase the sum
19
borrowed to m m h  m  possible to 1 omg to the coats of holding 
th* money are lea© than the ^profit1* to he made from the loan# 
fflhe greater the amount that 1© borrowed* the more gained#
If there were hut a ©ingle rate at which loan© would he made* 
this would he the only way in which the aid m n M  he Increased# 
the moot important eJtaraeterl&tio of the negative interest 
loan m  a form ’of wuhwldiaatloxi is that the amount of money 
given is dependent upon the total amount baton by the her* 
rower*
Because of the widely varying needs of the instil 
buttons which would ho eligible for aid* it is highly improb­
able that a single rate of imtoreef for all borrower© would 
be seriously considered* a ©  requirements of eaoh for eoastruo* 
bleu* for which most of the loans- are demanded* would have 
no direst relationship "to the needs or the social value of 
the institution* In addition* therefore* to setting up an 
agency which would be forced to limit drastically by invest** 
igatlon the -amount 'of the loan alloted to each suooesaful 
applicant to prevent indie originate raiding of the treasury * 
a series of different subsidy rates would be necessary to 
m m t  the Individual needs of the borrowers* In th© attempt 
to give flexibility to an otherwise rigid system* an umwield* 
inmn would result which would itself prevent- flexibility#
Ivon If a highly flexible system efficient enough 
to meet these difficulties could be introduced* fundament-
so
ml objection must be raised to a subsidy inseparably connec­
ted with a lean# Although it is probably true that'an instil 
tut ion needs assistance most when building# say, a n m  addi­
tion to its plant, or when other expensive m m traction work 
la required* there are tmdouMadly many institutions which 
need help tulte apart from this* the complaint has fre^ent- 
ly teen, made in eeameetlon with the Public Works program' that 
municipalities have taken advantage of government aid to 
build new and imposing school houses although paring pittances 
to teachers— and often saddling, themselves with debt out of 
proportion to th© also and wealth of the eosasunitr 1» addi­
tion because the total debt incurred was less than the cost 
of the building#
We may conclude that the negative Interest contract 
is a form of subsidisation inferior to the lump-sum subsidy
coupled with eero-mte ev Xow-rate loans to be given as need-
.
©d* Soma further discussion of the negative interest con­
tract as a means of subsidisation will be found in another
connection below*
We do not mean hare to imply either favor or dis­
favor toward the general principle of subsidisation or toward 
any other means of subsidy I judgment can be given only on 
that which has been discussed*
3* Ioann for Productive Purposes 
a# Origin of Discussion
Onae it became accepted that interest was not paid 
in eomaerelai loans for the nee of the money itself hut for 
physical capital which may he productive, the argument that 
money was sterile lost weight with the large majority of the­
orists* The essential medieval idea of the injustice.of inter­
est charge© was given a new theoretical foundation, however, 
with the emergence of. the exploitation theory of Interest#
The basis of the exploVfea&J£>& theory Ilea in the 
belief that labor is the source of wealth# but that because 
of the private ownership of capital# the worker ic forced 
to selX his labor and ./receives not the whole of what hepro- 
duces but only that which hie bargaining power is able to exact* 
It was long believed that the worker*a ability to bargain w m  
©o poor because of his immediate need© of life that he could 
receive no more than a bare minimum of subsistence* The Mai- 
thusIan doorin© appeared to show that even if he were able to 
force a wage above-subsistence levels, a resultant Increase 
in population would bo increase the supply of labor that the 
wage- rate would return to the lowest level at which labor could 
be reproduced*
Hot only was the laborer denied the full fruit of hi©
22
present labor under this theory* hot he., was ■ prevented from us­
ing the results of past labor* fhe capitalist tools advantage
of his position to levy tribute for the use of capital* this
24
tribute was interest*
Since the holders of the exploitation'theory belies 
ed that it m m  the class ownership of capital which robbed the 
laboring man of the benefits of his labor* their problem of 
social reform m m  one of eliminating this monopoly of owner­
ship* Karl Marx proposed the abolition of all private owner­
ship of the means of production and the vesting of control in 
society as a whole in order to stop the flow of what he called 
•surplus value* to the capital-owning class* Proudhon* Fourier* 
Louis Blanc* and others believed that if the power to purchase
capital goods were created and given to the workers,, they would 
be able to compete successfully with the other holders of cap­
ital and could enjoy the full product of their labor* This 
meant the creation of co-operative batiks or state agencies
which would extend credit to all. at* near* or below a zero
2b
rate of interest*-' 'vMn tire‘latter ease the proposal is in- 
distinguishable from *an extension'of credit coupled with sub-
■^r—   *24  ‘
This interpretation of the exploitation theory is 
the same as that presented in Sdmund thitt&ker* A History of Eco­
nomic Ideas (Mew Turk: Longmans, Green and Co** ^940JV~'SW-B297
• w w . w . r . r r r - ^ L #
the most complete and detailed plan to this effect 
will be found in l^oudhonts Solution of the Social .Problem,
edited by Henry G o S ^  Press *1927)* One
such bank was in actual operation in Paris, but its premature 
Closing due to Proudhon’s arrest loft the question of its 
possibilities of suecase unanswered*
m-eidlmtios*
Tbn use of tt&ft&tivo interest in the field of pro*
dueilo»*awaershli& *'ef©r» is not- limited to. subsidise tt$n*
It fens, bean suggested that bank deposits* instead of re*
turning interest* ahotxld ho subjected to & negative inter*-
oat. to. $0.0011 ecied by the government in order to eliminate
interest payments from long torn" loans to. producers* ..ffce
interest payment® would ho eliminated* it its claimed* because
the hanks in their d m t m  to .avoid, the interest byrdon |er
tax) would lower the rate© on loans to eoro# This proposal
has much in.Goaatm with the broader# soeial^reformlst as*
pacts of Silvio Oesoli*® ^Proa Hooey* plan which will be
disouosed in detail below#
J* £*. Boise vis tlf m recent advocate of soon a pro*
poeml, favors first the creation of flat money$ the' prinol*
pal task of which "would ho to establish aa many mm. as
possible as owners* not only by direct purchase of capital
instruments# hut by creating oat of the existing etee& of
unused wealth n m  capital .Instrument® with which to endow 
2 0
these owners***® general redistribution of wealth# But this* 
he feels* would not he enough# He recognise© that redlstrlhu* 
tion would only be-partial! *the remaining owners of capital 
wealth will take advantage of the increasing strain and the
Inevitable tendency will, sot In for prices to rise# and for
j* X,# Beaevistl# The iniquiteufl contract (Condons 
numa Oates and Washbourm#
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the newly created -owners. to Indebt themselves, i* e*» to bo
compelled to aceapt inequitable tsrss as a condition of ac* 
m m  to necessary goods#***
II# therefore propose© fh® following measures, 
among others* to counteract this tendeney*
(1} The pencilsting by taxation of money holder0 
who km§ money on deposit la eatce©© of a given period*
{2} Limiting monetary participation in ontorprice 
to two forme, the ordinary share, and the unilaterally 
redeemable preference share# or ae I prefer to call it 
from now on, the rent share*
(3) the imposition of a statutory rate for rent 
chargee not exceeding two percent, with the-exception 
of very email unite of capital'whore it might be a 
participating charge*28
The advocacy of the first of thee© three measures, the one
around which hie plan canter*, nakas the scheme of interest
to us in this study*
4a will ha m m n  later, M s  proposal is insufficient* 
ty clarified and, a© it otando, open to aerioue attach* Hie 
objectives* how*?*?, should ha noted hare in connection with 
the use of an enforced negative interest to eliminate the 
monopoly of capital ownership1
Let me*♦♦repeat that the abject of these proposals 
is not some watertight scheme of monetary reform, but 
the destruction both of usury and of that maldistribu­
tion of ownership and false philosophy of ownership in 
which usury roots* and of which the prerailing monetary
system is imply a reflection*
it is, therefore, natural that ay principal re» 
commendation should he the progressive suppression of
' Ibid** 87-88,
28
Ibid.* 88#
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that instrument which it the moot complete expression 
of the philosophy of ownership that it here -condemned#
The imtvvamnt I refer to it the gainful monetary loan*2*
He states that short term loans of depositors* 
money ®at a sufficiently high interest rate to cover super­
vision charges and risk®--!* e** with pure interest elimin*
ated*>*would he expected to continue; ^tong term loans and
30
©specially municipal loan© should he utterly abolished*”'
the result* he maintains* would he to relies© taxpayers*
future generations* and ^constructors** (this latter term
evidently applying fco all who produce durable goods) of
31
an Interest burden*
b# Theoretical Analysis
In the discussion earlier on the use of negative 
interest for subsidisation* «© concluded that at least as 
far as institutional consumers were concerned* the use of 
the negative rate was Inferior to other techniques* W  
drew this conclusion because of the .Inflexibility of a eye- 
tern which could give aid only when a tom  wa© extended and 
which mad© the amount of subsidy dependent on the si&e of 
the loan# This conclusion may be generalised to cover 
loans that might be made by a state bank to producing groups*
W “
Ibid*.* 90*
30'~'"w
■ Ibid*. 92*
31
Ibid.. 92-93
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It is far from liJcaly that the aid requirements of a pro* 
dncer would ho proportionate to the amount of capital- me4* 
ed* and that the proportions for each ’borrower would ho the 
same* This would mm* as we have men before* that a aeries 
of rata© would bo required resulting in a complex of ad** 
mlttletrative problems*
The conclusion cannot bo as categorical* however* 
as it was from the consumption analysis* .Presumably the 
only time that a concern which was productive in the com* 
mreial sense of the word would mod a subsidy would he in 
its first, stages of organisation; from then on it should 
be self-supporting* Tat there is some question as to wheth* 
or subsidisation would bo merely temporary unless some mech<* 
anism were set up to eliminate the inefficient producer* 
Continuous subsidisation would appear to bo inconsistent 
with the principle of productivity by definition; produc* 
tlrity implies a return which would preclude the necessity 
of 6upport**if» that Is* wo moan productivity in the com* 
mereia! soaso*
This returns us to thf problem of private versus 
social evaluation of productivity* m  industry may be of 
groat 10£$*torm importance to the community* yet be unprof«
1table because private valuation of the output is below 
private costa* This is particularly true of industries 
supported because of their value In national defense# Con*
27
timmns aid to ouch induo tries is generally accepted* AX*
though ^productive*® they are not self supporting* An im-
portent example of this sort of subsidisation is that of
the shipping interesta#
In 1929 congress passed the Merchant Murine Act
which provided for two methods of giving aids lean® for eon**
otructlon and remodeling at low interest from a fund of
$250*000*000* and liberal mail cubeidles under which eon*
tract holder® wore paid some §176*000*000 in excess* of pay**
monte which ordinarily &ould he teu.de to American ships, for
the transportation of mil# the difference between the
interest paid on the loans and the sum which would have
been paid at commercial ratee of S percent* estimated to.
be $45f 000*000* plus th#-' 5176*000* 000 oxcess on the mall *
32contracts made a total subsidy of $240*000*000*
the method used for subsidisation at that time had 
some of the- same defects that wa have ascribed to the neg­
ative interest method* primarily because of the indirect­
ness of mail subsidisation which meant a loss of flexibility* 
km with linking subsidisation with loans* the connection of 
aid with the carrying of mail made administration difficult# 
ISr* Heimann# then ‘Director of the Ohipping 'Board Bureau of 
the Department of Commerce* recommended in March* 1934 that 
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Leslie A* Bryan* Principles of ter Transporta­
tion (lew York* T m  nonaid Wei5“’I5Spany^rt'Yis^TToo*
2©
among other things*
X* The practice of linking subsidies with the 
carrying of mail should bo abandoned,, and in it© place 
specific ©ubsidles granted for the maintenance of essentia! 
services should he given*
2* Subsidy contracts should be based an differ­
entials in building ami operating costs# should be suffi­
ciently flexible to permit of equitable readjustments as 
changes in conditions occur, and should proride for necoe* 
s&ry replacement*
3* Hubsidles should be classified according to 
the specific purposes to bo served*
4* Money far subsidies should be- appropriated 
from general treasury funds and not provided Indirectly 
through some other department of the government*
Baory :.u Johnson, Hrover 0* Huebner, and Arnold 
K * . Henry, prominent transportation authorities from the
Wharton School who summarize Mr* lleim&rmfa report in their
33volume Tranepartation by Water, agree with his reeommenda*
34
tione* In 193J a number of th^ se were put into affect,'
The- question may properly be raised ao to wheth­
er subsidisation of private commercial enterprise© is- anti- 
' * "" 33P~
M m  Totk* B* Appleten^Century Company,'193b, D14*
34
Paul Maxwell g©is, American Shipping Policy 
{Princetont Princeton Mniverai^ W^^ s#^ T93S)t,
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capitalist with implications of fundamental change la oar 
system of productions It is clear that the proposal© of 
Freudhon and Courier loo’tod toward *i co-operative rather 
than a capitalist stata. if a consistent policy of cuboid-
iaation to wor&ero* arid group enterprises of various sorts 
wara followed, whether through the negative interest pro­
cess or other means* the eystom of private' enterprise 
which we now hare would undoubtedly bo altered considerably* 
Hporadic oubsldlsation need .not be so considered* however*
It might well b© classified m  emergency aid#
Wo probably can aloo except subsidisation of In** 
due trice naoOoaary for defense from the category of anti-* 
capitalist action# Hoonomltto from Vtoa Hnith to the pro**' 
cent day have,separately classified policies necessary to 
national defense in their arguments for a laissag-faire 
governmental administration* The degree to which subside 
igation extends government control should m  fully under**' 
stood, however* elnee the results of ouch policies ap­
proach the outright ownership which would be ‘challenged 
by many* The ©hipping companis©
are in ddbt to an extent greater than is covered' by 
all their capital* surplus and net worth* Excluding 
the United Fruit.Company* primarily; an ‘industrial , 
carrier* the mil contractor© on December 31* 1933* " 
owed the Government ^112*tli*000 on construction loan© 
and unpaid balance© of chip sales* A fair estimate 
11©ted the total resources of these companies at about 
#80*000*000*»*Uo appreciable change in the financial
position of Iho shipping eoaponiefj has taken x>Xace 
eince 1933 and at the pro Dent time (1938) the Qorern** 
spent „ig» the real owvtnr of the subsidised. .marchant.1 aV f T~ itLf"' 1fM |-ivi-'--^ 'T^*— ■ f--—- - . —.,t-. n -----—--r— y'-*•". Mn'r.rr^ T^ rrmi'.r .^ L ~i~ir.—r-i i.v~t-“ i J'TT —!-tni ' 'f
fl oot.despite ty/enty .years of of for tTto 'bolster, and 
euhaidlge
‘itui nee af the negative interest loan contract 
in subsidising prodtsctl’/e enterprise srould be of doubtful 
wisdom* even when it might be agreed that subsidies should 
be ueed* Alternatives to subsidisation should be studied 
carefully before any form of subsidy is used in any but 
clearly temporary or emergency Q&*e&« Ths use of negative 
interest on bank deposits to enforce loans without interest 
will be dlsoueoed in the section entitled "srogatlre interest 
and Monetary Eeform*11 
™  1 5 ™
Ill* lie gative Interest under the Traditional AuaXyolo 
1* Origin of Olocutn ion
After tli® Initial rise in Interest rates due to 
panic condition® had spent Itself in the fall of 1929# an 
unprecedented fail in the a:oney rate took place* Am long 
as commodity prices were aico falling# the real rate of 
interest remained high* hut with the leveling off of prices 
money could be borrowed for little imm than the premium 
for rick*
In spite of low interest rates# there was little
4
activity in the loan market* The banking system began to 
pile up huge excess reserves* A number of economicto do*
ssdared that general o^er~*§aring existed*
According to the orthodox theory of interest# a 
surplus of loanable funds could not exist for long because 
competition would force down the rate of Interest to a 
point where it was below the rate of profitability* Whan 
that point was reached# funds would bo demanded until a 
new scarcity forced the rate hack up to where borrowing 
would again be discouraged* Baring normal times# the rate 
of interest was expected to equate the -supply and demand
J. A* Hobson has been one of the meet premia**
$nt of those identified with this thesis* Oee his *22T
t„iobligation and Unemployment (Hew Yor'kt raeHlllan Co*,
1930) and Science of ?«aith (London* T* Butterworth#
1934}*
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of loanable f
Tfhea# therefora* intercut fa toe fall to an ex** 
tpemely low point* yet ‘borrowing did not materially increase* 
It was assumed by some that interest rates would hare to go 
to sero or below i© fulfill their momnle function# A© 
Frofosoor Haberlor ferns ©aids
A contraction#** cannot always be ended promptly 
merely toy making eralit cheap and plentiful* There 
will always to© a rat© of interest high enough to dla* 
courage the most eager borrower; tout when prices and 
demand are falling and are expected to fall further* 
the demand for inrestible funds may-toe at to low an 
etoto that there is no T&to (short of a negative figure) 
which will load to a revival of investment and entail 
an increase in the effective circulation of money** 
that is* in the total demand for goods in terms of 
money per unit of time*^7
The knowledge that earing would probably continue
at negative rates ale© appeared to.demonstrate that the auto*
mail© adjustment process of classical economics required a
negative interest rat® under condition© of extreme gen*
oral pessimism* The improbability of an acceptance of such
a rate in the natural eouree of readjustment* however* mad©
this question a purely academic one««wfeen* indeed# it was
discussed at all# Unlike the other negative intercut con*
oepto discussed* that arising out of the equilibrium pro*
eesfl- of economic theory does not visualise an artificial
or an enforced rate* tout one resulting from the Interplay
of natural forces#
• •
Gottfried von Baberler# Prosperity and Bepresaion 
(Genevas League of nations* X140)* '1717'"
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2, Theoretical Analysis
A number of studies of Interest trends Imre bpoketi
of the possibility of the interest rate going to aero or be-*
low in accordance #ith the reasoning employed Just above*
rak\en Treasury M ils h&v© been sold at a rate below aero. It has
been ©aid that negatives interest has- been paid* The carrying
charges on deposits which have been demanded by ban Is— in a
few cases even on savings deposits— have been, referred to as
negative interest payments* fhe question of whether these pay*
ments are identical in nature# or whether they have, different
functions and should be separately classified for treatment
has been insufficiently clarified*
nominal interest is commonly--thought by economists
to be composed of at least three separate elements? wages* com*
pensation for risk* and "pur© intercot***thio last paid for
the productivity represented by the real capital over which
the money has command# or for "waiting*** as in the time pro*
38
ference theory* Payment for rent and even profits might con* 
eeivably be included in the nominal rate* although the op­
posite situation--that in which payment for■interest is included 
in wages or profits— is more likely* as where a storekeeper 
30 ’
A standard* elementary text-book discussion may be 
found in Fred Roger© Fairchild* "Edgar Stevenson Furni&o* and 
Herman r*y&my Buck# Klomentary Bcoaomioo (JJew York* The Mac*
Mil Ian Company# 1 9 3 6 1 7 ^ 1 7 3 ^ ^ —  ----
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supplies himself -with capital and litres off the total return, 
from hi a business* calling it all "wages* or "prof its*-0 hear* 
ly all - rental .payments include what must technically be do* 
fined as intersot% For our purposes* we shall consider 
nornimI interest a composition of Just the 'three primary parte# 
Bent and profit' would not be included in any normal competitive 
rate#
Since quoted rates of interest ioelud® a number of 
payments, each for the performance of a separate economic 
function* we are confronted with the poeeibility^indeed the 
prehehility**«that one factor of the interest rate may be 
high* say the payment for risk in a South American loan* 
while other factors may be at a low* serof or negative value# 
thus there era the possibilities of a negative wage rate* a 
negative risk rat©* and a negative pure interest rate#
A negative wage rate would fiat necessarily mean 
making* instead of receiving* payment for labor as such# 
this would raise,-the unlikely picture of the banker making 
loans at a point lower than fcho sum of the riel: and pure 
interest factors for the sheer Joy of the work* It simply 
means that instead of the lender being in a strong -enough 
bargaining position to shift the payment of the expenses of 
the loan, or deposit on to the borrower* he is force I to pay 
a share of these himself* This might he the ease if there 
war© a plethora ox funds seeking use*
35
The concept that w© ahee© to call, a nn&gatlve risk
raiet? is mere important to oar .analysts# hat o m  offering
fioxae problems In definition* If rick is at sore, that fact
doe© not merely indicate that m charac-toristic is totally
absent* as when wages or interest are at ssro* A new quality,
that of absolute certainty or -safety* is then present****©.
*
quality which is in the nature of tm opposite, or negative to 
risk# A point equivalent to that of a zero risk would in 
wages hay© to be of a negative quantity* Therefor©* the only 
point from which we can. measure degrees of riok which would 
coincide with the sero points in the measurements of wagon 
or pure interest would be one of a »norraal ri©k#n or one in
39
which neither uncertainty nor safety is noticeably present®
To put the concept into more concrete terms, a loan 
in Which there was hypothetically no risk'would net 00 made 
simply v;ith no return for risk to the lender# m  a Io.m with 
no pure interest factor v/oull ©imply be returned without 
compensation, for timo~pv©faronce or productivity* The no-risk 
loan would require a payment by the lander for the absolute 
safety with which his money was kept* Calling it on * absolute 
39
Since it would serve only to complicate our axplcum* 
tlon*. we are not hare making professor Shightfu distinction 
between risk and uncertainty under which the former is meacuro* 
ble and may be- insured against# whereas,the latter cannot* 
(Frank H* Knight* Bisk# Uncertainty, and Profit [Londons' 
Houghton STiffiin Company# 192iyf 20.)
safety factor* is another way of saying "negative risk payment" 
tines* m  we have seen# perfect safety and a risk factor &a«* 
man&ing compensation are m  much "opposites* as negative and 
positive wage payments* In practice the lender in eons idem** 
tloa of a degree of safety greater than he could get 'by hold** 
I»g hi© money in any other form would be willing to accept a 
total return on hie money lower than the sum of the wage and
the pure interest elements* A loan with a negative risk fas**
\
tor would he one in which the risk element In the loan was an 
infinitesimal amount smaller than the risk element in the 
safest alternative holding place for the funds for which no 
payment need be made*
Money or credit Is for all practical purposes a 
^physical thing* And like all physical things it is liable 
to destruction from any one of a number of eminent in this 
case first earthquake* bank failure* bankruptcy of debtors* 
theft* etc* Of importance to us Is the fact that the re*
duetien of the risk factor in the holding of physical ear*
reaey entails a certain expeat*# t money for cafes* watchmen, 
etc* with large mounts of money this- expense may be son* 
sidorable* as the government found when forced to protect 
its gold hoard*
If we say that a bank In holding money m  demand
at no charge is at the normal safety margin# then we must
mm m m m  that the privilege of Scooping funds in still -safer form 
than deposits must be paid for# either in & direct carrying 
charge or in a lessened return for the m m  of money than, would 
otherwise he the case* This in itself will explain the xtega* 
tire nominal rate that has appeared on government hills'# If 
the pure interest rate on highly liquid funds were #l percent* 
and the safety preference rate (negative risk) were *15 per* 
cent* a negative nominal Interest rate of *05 percent may he 
expected If we consider the wag# element as aero# 1* e** 
shared proportionately by each of the parties to the trans­
action*
Actually* of course, we know that banks are not 
now willing to accept demand deposits without' charge* and It 
its highly probable that the depositor usually paid for the 
safety factor through a decreased interest return oven before 
the so-called "service charges® were common* If such Is the 
case* the safest free holding place would most likely he a 
private hoard of the money itself or a hlgh*grade commercial 
loan# exactly where the dividing line fall# will naturally 
vary with the time, and clrcumstanosi it would not he profit* 
able for m  to do more than- to clarify the principles in* 
volved#
Of moat interest is the possibility of a negative 
pure interest* the third element In the mar hat'rate* A 
"negative productivity® would mean not only a complete lack
3a
of productivity* but an actual shrinkage of capital value* If
fttieh m condition e m  be Imagined* It 1® eenoolv&bl® that ah
Individual would he will log to accept a ©mall negative inter-
©at charge rather tbm a greater capital loss If the latter
were the only alternative* It is extremely difficult to con-
mire of a situation in which a# other alternatlve^net arm
physical hoardiag--might present 1teeIf under our present
monetary system*
The reasoning used by what Mmuttd Whittaker calls
40
the "Capital* or * Waiting® School leads ms t® a similar
conclusion* The crude abstinence concept of early theor- 
41
let® based upon actual physical wolf-denial In the accum­
ulation of capital has largely been replaced by a broader eco­
nomic definition under which it is admitted that the accumu­
lation of capital and the lending thereof may Involve no more 
than temporary *&b&ttsieaee* from the exercise of economic po-
oa
wer over goods with the individual’1® consumption unaffected*
40A History of 25c anomie Idem# (Sew Tor let Longmans* 
croon and co^T 
.41
Although they wore eoMWHat crude in light of 
modern development* there is probably a tendency to over­
simplify the stands taken by early theorist®* -An Knight 
has pointed out* even Senior did not suggest a purely ab­
stinence theory ©f Interest* freight* ♦Interest** on*, clt** 
132*.)
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Alfred Marshall* Fr I no Ini e s of jjcoacmfe a (Has- 
Milan and Co** Limited* lOSO)# 233*
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And# m  we have ®##n previously# fc!m definition of abstinence
may bo stretched ©till further to include,, loo® of liquidity*
Sim® this abstinence does not necessarily mean
rigorous self*4«&ial*»*lxi a few m m ®  ■ it would be mlmmt im*
petalhie for individual# to spend the whole of their incomes'
•
on consumption gdo<i*«»«& negative time preference may he pm*
sent* The abstinence# instead of causing anything akin to
pain# may he greatly desired as necessary to the building up
of an estate for old age or other future eventuality# This
reversal of tij&e*pref#rej*ce may he argued wen If the idea of
abet inane* is d immed as completely a® possible from it*
Bbh»«*Bawerle*» statement that ^present good® are# as a rule*
43worth more than future goods of like kind and number* is
eared only by the qualifying *as a rule** Bilgraa has dem«*
castrated that as m m  becomes more logical# he doe® not under*
rat# future pleasure-*!© as likely to overrate it m  not# so*
44
facially In periods of prevailing pessimism* This.pessimism*
typical in periods of, depression* may account for the appar* 
out unimportance In times of crisis of Boha*Baw#rkf# ^economic 
■superiority of present goods* duo to thd''<1*roundaboutna®E* of 
capitalist production*
Therefore we see that a reverse- time«prefereace 
is possible m  a general condition# $mt mu is a negative 
productivity* But as in the latter case* the setting up
Eugen von Bbte*Bawerk# The Posi tire _ Theory of 
Capital {Eew Yorkt 0* £* St ©chart^rcoTT^^
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Bilgram# on* elt** Hi*
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of the necessary conditions under which a negative pure-interest 
would be preferable to a diminution of capital does not moats 
that the two alternatives are the only ones present*
tf the costs of holding money can he neglected* it 
will always he profitable to hold money rather than lead 
it out if the rate of interest 1b not greater than aero* 
Consequently the rate of internet must always bo positive**1*
Other theories of interest might he suggested and re­
versed in accordance with the proeeee used here* Schumpeter*® 
dynamic concept in which m w* efficient methods of production
and management produce a surplus which is returned in the form 
46of interest* m  he himself indicates# there would be no'room 
for advancement under static conditions# and* presumably# no 
Interest"# We might go further to show that In a period of de­
cadence not only surplus# but capital would be wiped out# and 
conditions similar to th m ®  resulting from-the previous analyses 
would be set up* The final conclusion in ®mh case must* how­
ever# be the same* .Although conditions vhich could hypotheti­
cally give rise to negative pure -Interest can come about* the 
ability to hoard money prevents the rate from going below aero 
unless some force other than the natural forces of the market 
art applied*
W»-rJ«r-3-Tnr,>--rjgn-r-«l*
Hicks, gconometrica* April* 1937# quoted in Haberler# 
op*, oit* But ^ u j T M S & matSgi® applies to pure interest sine© 
hesays "If the cost© of holding money can be neglected*n he 
did not clearly understand that there might be what we call a 
safety-preferenoe' or negative risk rate which could force the 
nominal rate below aero* He attempt© to generalise from the 
statement quoted to the nominal rate without qualification*
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Joseph Alois Schumpeter* The Theory of Economic 
Mvelopment (Cambridge-* Harvard tJnivarsity “iSSSS# 'fSm)*
1?* negative Interest and Monetary B&fovm 
I* Origin of Discussion
In ©very period of depression* proposals to increase 
purchasing power by the inflation of the monetary sodium spring 
op as if by magto* srost of thee© are variation* on a them© of 
plentiful fiat money* erode schemes that are frequently ab&n** 
dotted by the originators themselves with the return to proa** 
parity*
One school of thought has a proposal which has been 
persistently advocated for over twenty years by a small coterie 
of adherents* this school eeehe an. increase of purchasing 
power through "inflation** but not through an inflation of the 
quantity of money* Instead* it proposes that the velocity of 
circulation, the number of times a given amount of currency 
or credit change© hand® in a given period of time# he increased*
An increase tm the velocity of circulation of money 
tends***to produce the same, effect -m an Increase in its 
quantity* A given volume whose velocity is increased 
can finance &'larger amount of production and eonsuzop* 
licit* At the same time* compared with an Increase in 
the physical volume of money* it ha© the advantage that 
It dm® not tend to undermine confidence*4'
fhm® are a number of ways in which the velocity of 
money may be increased* A deficit spending program on the 
part of the government* for example* will Increase the velocity 
 — ~ $ T ~
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of circulation considerably* but only m  a by-product of m  
Increase in the volume of money through the creation of gov- 
a rumen t eredits* Fr®%mn ily in pari ode of stagnation there is 
an exhortation to'the prompt payment of bills# -but.the effect* 
if any* is very mild# If* however* holders of bank nates and/or 
of bank,, balances were confronted with a constant depreciation 
of their money funds $ if* that is* they were peaali&ed for 
heaping omt balance*# much lees would ha kept in the way of 
idle funds and a higher velocity of circulation would he as­
sured#
This idea of a depreciating money has arisen from a 
particular interpretation of the relationship between money 
and real goods# The reasoning need by Isidore Ootrer to show
the basis for his justification of a shrinking monetary
standard fellows?
If a person received* say &2 per day as a wage, it 
is tho etgui?alent on that day of so many commodities#
If he does not expend, the whole of: .the &2* but*- e&y# 
only half# he will hairs the equivalent of so many*com­
modities* so to speak#, in hand# If he saves# as it is
termed* this fe* he is in effect retaining the right to
purchase or demand commodities to the extent of what 
will he given in return for the h at any future date he 
may wish to demand the©* 4$
'Mr# OztroT concludes* therefore* that **& bank 
balance represents the portion- of commodity production of a
49perishable nature not consumed by the owner of a hank balance*'
*  1§—
Isidore Ostrer* m e  Gemtttest of cold {hon&ont 
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and that *a hank balance confers a rftlwble right on those who
do not m n m ® &  the whole of the parish able commodities to which
50
they are entitled##** 81»ee this right to withhold purohaee is
valuable because commodities are perishable whereas money is 
not ordinarily*- Hr* Ostrer believes it logical that the holder 
of money be-made to pay a foe equal in value to the right# In 
other words he suggests that the holder be placed under a die* 
advantage comparable to that resulting from the holding of com* 
modities in order that a stagnation of trade will not result 
f r m  over-reluctant relinquishments of the hoarders* rights*
Bilvio Oe&eXI made the concept ©till clearer in his 
41souseions
Money is an Instrument of exchange and nothing else* 
Its function is to facilitate the exchange of goods* to 
eliminate the difficulties of barter*#*
The reason why the mercantile power* the power _ of 
exchanging foods* of this money is so slight lies In the 
* fact that It has been over*.improved— improved# that is* 
exclusively fro© the viewpoint of the holder* In fix** 
tng upon the material for money# only the buyer* only 
demand was considered# The .goods# the supply* the seller* 
the producer of the goods# were entirely overlooked# The 
very finest of material©♦ a precious metal# was chosen for 
the manufacture of money— just because it offered certain 
conveniences to the holder© of money* Our expert© did not 
pause to consider that the holders of goods in selling 
their product© had to pay for these convenience©• By the 
choice of the money material# the buyer has been allowed 
time to ohoooe the most favorable icement for the purchase 
of goods* and In granting this freedom the devisers of 
the gold standard forgot that the seller would be forced 
to wait patiently in the market till the buyer chooses to 
appear**#
Commodities in general# straw# petrol# guano* and th©
bcT""
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feet can only he exchanged safely whan everyone ia indif~ 
ferent as to whether ho poosesoen money or goods, and that 
ia only possible if money is afflicted with all the defects 
inherent in our products* fhat Is obvious# Our goods rot 
decay# break# rust* and only if money has equally dleagre® 
able* loss^'involvlng properties can it affect exchange 
rapidly#, securely, and cheaply* For such money can never* 
on .any account# be preferred by anyone to goods*
Ecmey which goes out of date like a newspaper, rots 
like potatoes, rusts like iron# evaporates like ether# is 
alone capable of standing the test as an instrument for 
the exchange of potatoes# newspapers# iron and other* You 
then part with your goods for money only because you need 
the money as a moans of exchange# not because you expect 
an advantage out of the possession of money*
So we must make sonsy worse as a oommpdlty if we wish 
to m b M  it better as a medium of exchange* 1
Thie alleged' defection of money may he illustrated 
in another way* Economists are generally agreed that money 
h m  four main functions*
1* Measure ef value (to determine price)*
Standard of value (for comparing past and future
price)
3«Uedinm of exchange (to overcome difficulty of 
direct barter)*
4*. Store of value (to act as a means of saving) *. 
One great contribution that Geeell has made to monetary the* 
cry is his demonstration that th# third and fourth functions 
of money listed above are incompatible* Since under the pre­
sent monetary eye tern the medium and the store of value are
   hi
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mtied to the same unit* individuals in time of stress and to the
detriment of trade reduce the quantity of the eiroul&ting medium
in the exercise of their power to store Eioney* At all times the
multiple nature of money must necess&rily limit the speed and
effectiveness with which it can m l  m  a medium of exchange*
"Because of its incomparably graver eonsequeneee it is more
irrational to tolerate the use of money as a private store of
wealth than it would he to tolerate the seizure of the latest
railway rolling stock for hostels by hikers**
Interest - in the principle of a *8cbwandgeId,** or
withering money# has not bean the result only of the type of
<*
economic reasoning summarised above* Jean Laba&id h m  reported
that ho h m  road
an utterance of M* Charles 01de*e> surely one of the first 
French authorities, to the- effect that the steady decline 
of the pries of gold down the ag m  has bean the motire 
force of economic progress, and that the only method for 
overcoming the unreliability of the money machine is to 
introduce an element of constancy into the rata of depre** 
elation,"*
It ie not strange that a number of scheme* have been proposed
designed to'depreciate artificially.the value of the monetary
medium*
".....  53 ':.
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Ernst Dick, fee Interest Standard of currency
(London* c-eorgo Allan F ' t S K n T ' M S ' }, Tdifi V"' The source 
of the quotation is probably Labed!*** Bi J *atai* mlniatre do 
flitanooa although this cannot bo verified*
2# ReeusaS of Proposals
One of ih# cruder plane for putting u waning .monetary 
standard into offset is that proposed by Dr* Robert Bielcr* It 
is included by way of comparison, although it doss not make use 
of negative interest rates*
Diire inflationary reformers from WillIan Jennings 
Bryan to Uajor Douglas* Dr* Eieler*s primary mo tire in advoc&t** 
lag a reform is to make the "real purchasing power- of Urn con** 
sumer* **ooulimlent to the total money vulue of the goods dea~ 
tined for immediate consumption offered by produoera during the 
same period*”' To gain this end he proposes simply that each 
.country expand continuously the si so of its note issue* The 
national bank© of the various countries are to co-operate inter** 
nationally in order that the expansion of each .currency remain- 
in the same rhythm and in the same proportion ae that of every 
Other nation* This is to maintain the level of the foreign 
exchange at predetermined ratios*
In order to pro tact the rentier, class, however,, he 
does not envision the extension of depreciation to ’b&tiuc money/#* 
it io to be- limited to the note issue, or what he'calls.*cur» 
rent money**1 “Bank money*1 would bo stabilised by means of a 
tabular standard. The rate at which it would be exchanged
 ~~5g~
Robert Bielor, This Money Mmm fLondon* The Reareh 
Publishing Company* ltd** r"lWl J7' 13*'juiw*yg6 quotation was origin* 
ally in italics*
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for mm r v m %  money*1 would be published at frequent intervals*^
This will fores commercial and clearing bank© to dim- 
ini eh &a far as possible their cask reserves by Increasing 
their deposits at the national Banks, and all private 
people to spend or deposit money as quickly aa possible*
In this way the velocity of monetary circulation which is 
now one of the most Intractable factors of monetary insta- 
bility will always be maintained' at its maximum value* i#e** 
stabilised as far as possible* and the maximum of available 
credit will be automatically placed at the disposition of 
the predueeve«&7
He anticipates the objection that the use of a money- 
of-account .alongeide current money has been tried before and 
that all such attempts to introduce a double standard have fail­
ed by maintaining that these previous experiment®— the Feet- 
mark, which was. attached to the dollar, the .Polish sloty in 
1922 which was equivalent to the Swiss franc* and the Hungar­
ian experimentedfailed because they wore purely national in 
character and did not have a mmh&nltm for the stabilisation of
6a
the price level in terms of the monoy-of-aooount*
'1110 proposal is expeoted* modestly enough* to ‘'liber­
ate the world*,*from the'fetters imposed upon tha world’s cur­
rency* tt and bring about the abolition of "not only temporary 
unemployment but the whole sordid ani pernicious pauperism at 
the base of the pyramid*0 Furthermoret
7i will be possible steadily to raise the standard 
of life of the masses without overturning the social 
stratification* established through historical and biolog*
56”"
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mie&l ©uXeoiioxi* and without abolishing the difference of 
economic. potential between the soporimpeeed strata which 
.is necagaary in order to maintain and stimulate economic 
effort
The moot plausible soheme for the introduction of m 
thsitokiti's monetary nfcandard, and the moat importantf is the 
one advocatei by the Cerm&n Olivia Oeeell {1862~X930}* Unilice
moat reformere, he was a fins' believer in private enterprise 
and had little patience with the theories and ideals of Karl 
*2&r x and the later Socialists* He spec t for hi a knowledge was 
oo great among all groups,, however, that ha m e  offered and 
later accepted the post of t^inlsijr of Finance in a abort** 
lived Socialist government in .Bavaria* Because of this he was 
later tried on a charge of high treason, though finally ac~ 
quitted***®
Proudhon had the greatest influence on £©s6llfa 
monetary theorizing* Genbll had early been led by him to be­
lieve that ttmon©y is a sentinel pentad at the entrances of the 
markets with orders to lot no- one passu* Proudhon had believed 
that he could solve the social problem by raising labor,, .or 
the result of labor, to the level of gold* This was regarded 
by Geaell as his one fundamental error* Gosoll was certain 
that goods must invariably bo subject to slow destruction, so 
that the process envisaged by .Proudhon must be reversed| money
Ibid*., 116,
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most be lowered to the level of 1 abo?*© product#^
Gesell did not believe with the revolutionaries} and
reformers that a period of depression meant that capitalism 
TO© either dead or dying* ITUOh like ' the orthodox econominta# 
*Geaoll argued that this was the result of.a completely wrong 
diagnosis, of economic disease conditions and their causes# In 
a depression capitalism is not dying; It is recovering from 
-the disease of previous prosperity*" “'Re and his followers 
have defined and interpreted capitalist in the following 
manner t
,. Capitalism is the economic condition “by which all
wealth becomes capital* i# ©, Intoreot^cxacting*- , In order 
to, make the, wealth (houoao# plants, ships,, etc.*) interest** 
exacting, it is necessary to"limit its production in such 
a way that d&a&nd cannot be entirely satisfied and that 
the use of houses* plants, etc* w i n  command^apart from 
the amortisation for wear and tsar-~a special premium 
from the user to pay the interest fdf the money necessary 
for thclr construction* The suoply of capital goods must 
he smaller than the demand for it In order to be able to 
command this interest premium, i* e* a certain marmot 
condition must prevail and bo maintained to this effect in 
order to maintain Capitalism.* How when a period of high, 
productivity increases the volume of capital goods the 
competition hotween them weakens their power to exact 
the'premium* Their interest yield decreases. To maintain 
the proper market conditions* i* a# to keep the volume of 
capital goods limited enough so that they may be able to 
yield the normal interest rate in competition-with one 
another, is all that oo»eallsd oapitailsto ha/e to do in 
ord-jr to Iraep capitalism alive. Capital interest 1 a the 
.price of scarcity* **#3
This might appear to imply that a general "restraint
of production* w m  agreed on the part of prodecors, otherwise
competition for trade would increase production and lower
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interest' rates# It is indicated, however, that rather than
there being something akin to an unholy alliance of capital*
isio who have joined together to enforce restriction, the
restriction is the result of a natural hoarding when the inter*
est yield is lowered* As a result of this, capital is pro*
vented from producing. The stoppage of production automatic*
ally protects the capitalist’s interests* It is untrammelled
production, therefore, that is the enemy of capitalism, not
prosperity. In spite of the huge profits made during a period
of rising prices, the great increase in production during such
a period endangers the basis of capi t al i sm«—  t he power to exact 
64
interest*
The premises on which this analysis* rests will he 
challenged in the succeeding section, although the tenabiiity 
of part of the position taken must be conceded* Whatever the 
degree of validity which may be found, an understanding of 
the arguments as presented is important to a full understand* 
ing of the proposal itself,
Gesell called the shrinking standard which he has 
proposed to replace existing money "Free Money*" Like ordin* 
ary currency, it is to be issued in 1, 5, 10, 20, 00, 100, and 
1000 dollar notes# The subsidiary currency, however, is to be 
printed, on perforated sheets of stamps -resembling postage stamps# 
These stamps -are to be need not only for change-making purposes^ 
but to be attached weekly to the Free -Money notes on dated 
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spaces provided for that purposef 1* Q«# they will pay a re«
$tilre& negative interest charge on the notes# it la only
through regular -stamping that, the notes are leapt at their
face value* The 9tamps are replaced by m m  stamps when paid
In as change at public Institutions*
Free V.Q\my is to lose one thousandth of its face
value weekly or about & percent annually* For example a
10 cent stamp would have to be affixed every Saturday to a
100 dollar note* If the note were to be kept a year* the lose
to the holder would ho 52 time's 10 cents, $5*20, or 5*2 percent
of the value of the note* In the attempt to avoid payment on
the note holders would exchange it for goods as soon after
receiving it as possible.
Thus the circulation of money is subjected to press­
ure, with the result that, everyone pays ready money, sot- 
ties old accounts, and at ones brings any surplus money 
to tha savings hand which, in turn, must at once find 
borrowers for the money denonltod, if .necessary by re* 
duclng the rate of interest*^
OescXX expected that the rate of interest would go to zero
and that a small charge would be made for keeping the money*
4t the end of the year the old fully-stamped notes
would be exchanged for a new issue for circulation during the'
following year*
»
Although this was the baaic plan, a number of other
methods for applying the Tree Voney principle were suggested
which way*a intended to simplify its operation* It was felt
that in practice it would bo sufficient to stamp the notea 
~~ ^  GeseUl, on* olt*,* 2X£*
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twice & m o n t h  i m t e m d  o f  1*03 aly* thus ■• reducing the number of
0 tempo nece&sary from 53 to 26* if t;k# nonoo mom ieoned twice
a year* the number of ©tamp© could be reduced further to 13*
Overprinting at pout-officea or by automatic machine m i g h t
serve to eliminate entirely the unhygienic stamp* It was also
suggested that the notes might b# permitted to deproclate at
their face value by the ai&itiem of ©tamp©# A table printed
66
o n  the back of the note would show the taiua for any week*
Whatever the technique used* a. constant rate of shrink* 
age was the goal* and tho advantage that■money previously -pocs* 
saessd over commodities because of its imperishability would 
be lont* lionoy would then fulfill only the function o f  a m&*» 
iuaa of cxchhngo# Tho danger that the circulating medium would 
be inhibited in action m o a n m  o f  monetary eavingc would the* 
oreticolly be lost*
It was not intended that yree Honey should be re*, 
deemed Into gold or another currency* but that it should serve 
continuously as the standard currency* Tt was planned that 
a government agency adapt the issue of money to the require* 
meats of trade through the maintenance of atability in the 
price level* More money would thus be issued when pricoo 
tended to fall; money would b® •withdrawn when an upward ericc 
movement was indicated*
*fhe nature of Free Honey presents# 'therefore, a
f>S
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particularly strong argument for itn  adoption to that legion
of monetary reformer8 who are primarily interested in a stab 11**
laed price loved* &Xthough it is peeoibi© for tho government
to vary the quantity of money in circulation of an ordinary
paper currency in an attempt to control the price level, the
velocity of circulation defies? moot ordinary means of control#
So-called stabilisation H muct usually bo at beet an approximo
tion* Oi»ce the proponents of Free Money maintain that it will
insure immediate exchangee of goods? for money, they argue that
the velocity will be countant and the general price level there**
fore may be controlled with, great exactitude solely by chang*
lug the - amount of money offered for the existing; stock of goods*
*Xn all conceivable conditions, demand will then consist of
the volume o f  m o i m y  iscnod by the ntate* multiplied by
over velocity o f  circulation is permitted by existing c a m a s r *
eial or rani nation » n  Thtia the problem of otabtli&ing the .price
level would bo greatly simplified* 0ecellfs pioneer work in
monetary stabilisation hao earned for him the title of **f trot
and greatest of those economists who have been advocating tho
stabilisation of the currencies11 even from one who has reject**
68e& most of hie ideas*
Bo'detailed plan for the aea&tiremant of the price 
level is made in connection with tho Free !5onisy proposal* 
XYecumably a general lino of approach similar to that recently
' Ibid** 213*
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suggested by Hane (tlUQk&ta&t will be umdf with tm in.Mx of
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retail prices forming the bate#. Indeed# Geeell appear a do-* 
liber&tely to lea\re this and other stabilisation policies 
open to later decision since he recognizee that the impor­
tance of foreign trade might males it desirable for a nation 
to enter into an international agreement to stabilise the 
exchangee* The monetary authority would, of course, be 
unable both to stabilise the exchanges and the internal 
price level "for stabilising the exchanges aeanc conforming
to the price levels of other countries* And these price levels
10
in countries with metallic standards eencfc&aily fluetu&ta**
Ceoell had no intention of prorenting savings In
commodity form* Cold and silver would lose ‘the right of free
coinage and the right to act ae legal tender* but would not
be reduced below the level of other commodities through limita**
n\
tions on holding* Tarings in gold and silver, then* as well
as- in other commodities would be permitted* fteeell’e general
attitude toward saving has been clearly summarised by Oaciise*
Cosdll did not disapprove of oavlng«-*quite the com* 
traryi ho disapproved of cur money because it impedes 
saving of real wealth*. He wished m  to retain any 
liberty we mow have of saving our 30ode? there was to bo 
no new inducement for us to form them into money* And 
the recipient of money has the choice# for purposes of 
saving* of turning .his money into any kind t of wealth*
But the industry of a nation must mot be liable co ue 
wasted, by am interruption in tUa circulation of the 
— - mBd^w of exchan, .e * ~
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The effect of the free - Honey plan on the banking' 
system is naturally of great importance* It is expected that 
people would economise; in the use of actual cash and would pay 
into the banks any money which they did not absolutely need* 
since only the actual cash in their possession would be sub­
ject to negative interest. The banks would be under the same 
compulsion to rid themselves quickly of their money in order 
to avoid the tax* The one way they would be able to do this 
would be by lending it out* if borrowers were not plentiful 
enough* lending rates would have to be lowered*
If everyone opened accounts with the banks to avoid 
payment of the fax* the result would be a large increase in 
short-term bank balances* These cannot be lent out at really 
remunerative terms even at the present time since they are 
extremely liable for call* with this great increase in mobile 
liabilities, the demand by the bank® f$r short investments 
would greatly increase* Businessmen would be able to finance 
themselves cheaply by way of bills of exchange and short-term 
notes* and would 'refuse to pay high rates for long-term money*' 
Thus it is claimed that interest rates would be greatly lower­
ed for all lengths of time*
Any considerable increase in current accounts would 
add to the amount of cash held and force them to pay the 
weekly recurring negative interest charge on their notes*
The only course open would be to charge the depositor of short-
mterm money with part or all of the amount of the negative 
interest* This would make* it profitable for the public to 
place their funds in time deposits or at- 00 many wee iso' call 
where the charge would not bo made* The banka would be able 
to make loans for a longer t i m  and would demand investment 
securities, raising the nrice of those latter and pressing 
down the rate of interest on the farmr* In either case the 
yield would he 'reduced* As mentioned previously it in ex-
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peotod that inf erect rates in time would be force;! fa ?<ero.
This would mean a considerable change in insurance* 
annuity, and similar contracts# It is rocognised that pre­
miums on life insurance would double* Advocate® of the Free 
Money plan, however* inslot that there it- no need for appro* 
hension concerning a fall in caving* They ha&& their assur­
ance on ‘the belief that poocla arc "born hoartors” and will
74
eara for their security even if charred for it* In txio, 
Buehi and other present-day Free Money pro.ononts are in ac­
cord with orthodox economic theory* Modern texts are ayre xl 
that *if*♦*fteeosrary# acme perrons would actually he willing
to pay something for the safe keeping and later return of
7B
their ©curing© #**
AXthough this apparently would b e extremely hard on 
those attempting to give themselves security in later life,
John Henry Auehi , Free Honey (3Sdinburgh« Search 
FuM i s M n g  Company, 1935),
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supporters argue that the ©Xlminaiiou of Interest would, cause 
wages to rise further thou the less that wml& he oco&» 
sXons&« fbo expected increase in trade ant protection aud 
the splitting up of the funds that would formerly have been 
taken froa pretention to pay the capitalist's together fans 
the basis for the confidence in higher wages* Binoe savings 
arc toom to increase in greater proportion thaa, the increase
m
in Income* adequate supplies are expected*
Seetscse of the annual shrinkage of 5#l percent of 
the volume of money in circulation* a shortage of funds ©qui«* 
valent m&ually to about one* twen ti ©tk of the total fante in 
circulation would result if new money were not supplied to 
replace that used up# The revenue resulting from the pri -it* 
tug of money to maintain voluoi© would prc&uco a surplus suf­
ficient to nay the expenses of the monot&iy authority, '.?e 
are cautioned, however* that "She revenue is n®n accidental 
by-product of the refers and is canparativtly insignificant#'1
tn summarising the objectives of the negative inter-* 
tot rate on currency conteqpX&ted by Cosell * we may qpote 
3£r* Dachas* They are;
1* To force currency to circulate and thus to make 
it possible to keep its value stable' simply by varying 
the quantity#
£* To make it easy to prevent inflation* since there 
would be m  automatic tendency toward deflation* which 
would he prevented by the constant issue? of new money 
to counteract the shrinkage*
BueMft op# Mi*#
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m3* To recompense the State for its expenses in eon** 
neetion with the currency* and to giro it.a useful'source 
of revenue from the constant issue' of new currency*
4* To give producers of goods which are liable to 
depreciation the chance of negotiating on equitable 
terms with the holder© of money*
5* To force saving to take the form of ait increase 
in real wealth which would, fully benefit the whole com** 
munity*
6* To prevent so-called ■"saving* from being in,ef­
fect only the delay of individual© in presenting to 
their community their claims on wealth or service*
7* To make it impossible for individuals to hold 
up the communal medium of exchange and to demand inter** 
est as their reward for releasing l%»m
Three other proposals for the enforcement of neg* 
ative interest with the object of making money perishable' 
should be considered briefly before we pass on to the .practl* 
eal usee that have been made of the principle* Two of' these 
are much alike and may be considered together* They are the 
measure© developed by 1# 1* Beiaevisti and Jeffry Mark*
The recommendatioiJB made by Mr* Benevisti have been 
mentioned above in connection with the us© of negative inter* 
est rate© in the reform of production and ownership# As we 
sawt he proposes to penalise those who keep money on deposit 
in excess of a given period by a tax equivalent to a negative 
Interest* Unlike Gesell, he does not advocate a tax on eur** 
reney*. Qe&elij of course*, proposed negative interest for
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currency only* and relied upon the self*interest of the banks 
to enforce a charge m  deposits* But whereas UeselX wanted 
the highly liquid demand deposits laden with interest# Bene* 
vleti is interested in taxing only those who kmp deposits 
longer than a certain period* Bonovlsti plane positively to 
discourage savingsj dossil was interested in seeing that 
savings were maintained and hoped to see them increase* while 
at the same time he evidently expected to reduce the ratio 
between consumption and saving by increasing greatly the rate 
of consumption*
Jeffry Mark also proposes that deposits and not 
currency he subject to a governmentally imposed negative 
Interest* Unlike Benevistl# however# he would prefer to tax 
all deposits* not just those held for some time* Hie tax is 
only to be held conditionally by the government*
The fund mt up by this taxation of deposits will 
be held in trust by the uovcrnment for the individuals 
and businesses who are forced to make contributions to 
it through taxation# and**«all firms and individuals 
will be allowed to draw out their contributions at any 
time* to the full amount# if so required*'9
The only condition.to the release of the *taxed*
funds is that they immediately be spent* Although hi© explan*
atlom is. somewhat confused* it may be gathered that in case
there is extreme and widespread hoarding* m plan similar to
@0
$es6ll*s is to be adopted*
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mBoth Benevletl Mark couple tn©ir -proposal*-.wIth 
a *100 percent reserve plan1* mtich like. that m & a . famous by 
Irving fisher in his IQOg mon#y«.^i&oh plan contemplates the 
Issuance by the government of credits*, preferably in pfayei* 
e&l fora* equal t© all bank-deposite* The .banks, would then- 
bo- prohibited from loaning out m y  money which, .they did not 
posses* or whibh had not been committed to them -for that pur# 
pose by the owners* fhe credits would give a 100 f r e e s t , 
backing to all deposit©* Inflation.would1not result because: 
credit- money only would be replaced* And the power of the 
banks to create money would be abolished*
the banking system would thus probably tend to 
fall into two, one part con©isting of short term loan 
and .investment corporal'!one* with depositors reduced 
to the rank of share holders* the other of clearing 
banks engaged in the physical safeguarding .of money# 
and the recording of transfers by cheque froia one ■ a©** 
count to another and. being paid for this ■ service by 
their customers*
The 'governing principle would be that if a dopoe* 
iter wished to exempt himself from paying the. carrying 
and administrative cost© .involved in looking after his 
money#• he could no longer have the advantage of liquid* 
ityv, He could b o  longer .cause-a strain to be imposed 
on borrowers by suddenly withdrawing his money from the 
short tern loan- pool#***.
The proposal 'as advanced by Jeffry M&nc is not de* 
tailed* although he does make an additional suggestion to the 
effect 'that the government loan money without interest to m * 
©derate the liquidation of the deleting debt structure* His 
plan itself* in addition to the 100 percent reserve aspects#
M m  York i Add phi Company t Hark* a plan m y  be
found ln^op» oit»* 84*8?| that of Begevisii in m *  sit*.,, 94*98#
B#fi#vleti# on* clt«* 94*
m
appears to be little im m  than a manna to 4&#?#&#& the velocity
of mo nay circulation by threat*
Benavisil recognize# that a number of problems will
ho raised by the' adoption of his tax* Ho handles the problem
of the increased cost of insurance by advocating stato*run sales
of annuities at low cost* in addition he -proposes that “Time
Bond©#1' interest-bearing government bonds# be offered for sale
to the sick and helpless* Both annuities and bonds would be
limited strictly in the amounts allowed to any one person#
Be»evisti#a desire to out down saving# indicated by
the nature of the proposed tax# is extended to saving in com*
modity form»*agalti unlike OeseXl -and his followers# Bcmevleti
would have the state intervene in the mar lea t by buying and sell*
ing various durable goods in order to prevent saving in that
form# Although the exact procedure to be used is not mads
clear# his interest In the possibilities of evasion, shows
S3plainly how his objectives differ from those of gesall*
*
T m  last proposal to be diccuseod is one made by 
Isidore Ostrer in 1§33* Hia plan Is unlike that formulated 
by Silvio Gasell in that he# like w& k  and Bonoviati# would 
apply the negative interoat to deposits only* But like Ge- 
mil and unlike Benevisti# he in Interested In discouraging 
the holding of highly liquid funds# not savings# with the hop# 
of making money perishable to facilitate its exchange with
' Ibid*, 07-00*
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08tr*r 'reasons that the longer m  Individual retains
a hank balance# tie longer be has the pr ivilege of a topping
tut© the market at will* and tie more he should ho charged for
this privilege, fho depositor, ho &rgm®, receives soeomoda*
iion ant Isteisraiuie for which the hank doMrvoo payment* For
the privilege of exchange at will the state should he ©ompei***
sated# since this privilege "extends to ©very product or aer#
84vim in the state.,11
a person who has a hank deposit hut agrees to leave
It in for a fixed period no longer retains the right to buy
goods at any time* therefore the charge should be- less#- or*
if the loss of liquidity Is for a sufficiently long period#
no charge at all should be made* Deposits* then* would be
divided into two classest liquid* or current accounts* and
non*»liquid#- or time- deposit®* Xhe liquid accounts would-be
assessed the highest interest; the n©a**Xiquid charges would
be graduated from a high rate on those at the ehorteet^tem
call to m very low one on those tied up .for m period of
twenty years*
Ibe problem of avoiding Interest payments by hoard**
ing notes is cavalierly dismissed with the declaration that
8b"the risk of losing them, arises** Bfoaumably this is depended 
upon to prevent evasion# a presumption patently false* It
Oetrer# op»- glt*» 110*
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sight "be noted here that mom of tha last three proposals 
discussed has been given serious consideration by repu« 
table economists*
3* Extent of
Before examining the trials tfcfet have beets given the
negative interest' 'proposals * Sta might give- some attention- to a
period of history when, it is alleged< that" the principle of a
waning money was operating as an accidental result of a politic
cal expediency* According to -John Henry Buchi# a number of
historians ttare all agreed upon the remarkable prosperity
among artisans and workers during' the two hundred years he*
3dtween about 1150 to 1350*11 this prosperity ran parallel to 
the practise of most of the mint*lords in recalling and re* 
minting their money three or four times a year# each time 
charging & considerable mint fee* Frits Schwarts# the Swiss 
writer#, has been named by Biichi as one who has examined French 
and Oerman historical literature for facts and the opinions 
of historians on the influence of that monetary policy*
Schwarts has concluded" that it was this minting practise that
Q*J
was the cause of the prosperity of that time*
0p* oit»> 179*130# The works' named ara.t professor 
J, B* fhorold Rogers* Six 'Centuries of; Work and Wages (1390) f 
1* F* Ibengreuth# All^melne' ^ MhngSn^ ''''Ini'1' CeldgeecKl'chte das 
llitte-lalterg (1926]TISXf *Ser»■1 Ali^e^ine'_ wirtae^ 
des^  MtfelaTters imd der M r m  ZoTt' 'SIir*3chlriie^r# 
hehrbuch der Geschi chte 11926 )V Pamaschke* Geeehichte. der Ha*' 
tlonalo'e^Qnomie ' (1905) i Dr* France# Dir ¥eg #
and chronik 'von Binkelbohl#
ST
Schwarts'* bonk is Segeii_.und Finch des Geldes in der 
Ges.chichte der Volker. (Bestaiozi&A'^ Berne#' 1931)*
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Br* Hugo l*aek# writing far m Free Money prepagandiet 
Journal# goes into considerable detail in describing ftthe mag­
nificent architectural mofiumonto of that timer# the splendid 
city ball© and public building®# the luxurious and spacious 
private mansions#* ate* which m m  built throughout luroptt at 
that time# Ho claim®# with exaggeration yet with considerable 
measure of truth# that
the era ws® m  age of plenty# that poverty was unknown# 
*«*that wage® war# unbelievably high##.♦that almost every* 
thing was paid in each# that long indebtedness disappeared# 
that more and more quality good® were mad®#**that the 
homes were richly equipped*#*# that soeial difference® 
between high and low# between nobleman and peasant# had 
almost been done away with#®®
Population I® reported to hhve increased rapidly* W o n  the
lowest working classes are said to have enjoyed a great degree
of security*1^
the practise of exacting a regular fee for remitt­
ing* for which Qe&ell*® followers credit the prosperity# is 
laid first to the archbishop wiehmann of Magdeburg (1130-1193)* 
An a revenue measure he ordered all coins to be withdrawn 
twice a year and recoined at a minting fee of about SO percent* 
Hie example was .quickly followed by other clerical and secular 
princes# each of which had the right of coinage for a district# 
and each anxious to Increase hi® Inc erne* file coin®# which 
were all of o.no kind# were made of thin silver plat# and were
Hugo Faok* in ffc® Way Out* .Jan*# 1933* quoted in 
Buchl, op* cii*» 104*
Ibid** 185*
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lined so that they could he accurately broieea into small change*
finally the oloo of the minting fee m e  somewhat smaller than
that exacted by the archbishop*. These thin coins, called "brae**
teats** were virtually the only money used in Suvopo from the
90
twelfth to the fourteenth century.
Hoarding money was unprofitable* Money turnover wan
rapid* In Dr. Fack*s enthusiastic words# *Money had become
the genuine .medium of .exchange which if had newer been before
or after#**" Of Interest is his report that
debts were net affected by this depreciation* lie who lu» 
curred debt# of# say 100 pounds# had to pay this- debt back 
in the agreed amount and the value of the day it was grant* 
ed# M &  by the semi-annual or annual withdrawal of the 
coins the m w  coins suffered a depreciation from date of 
Issue so that the depreciation got evenly distributed all 
orer the year on all money holders# Wirnt cost 12 pennies 
at the first of the year cost 13 pennies three months la* 
tar# 14 pennies after mix months# 10 after nine months*
16 after a year# when 16 pennies were turned in for 12 
new pennies* In this way the purchasing power of money 
was maintained at the.same, level all the time and without 
money being hoarded
The cause of their prosperity# according to Dr* Wmk>
was not recognised by the people of that time* A continual
demand was made for the so-called *perp©tual penny* on which
92
no charge m®& be paid, it was loft for Silvio Oestell to die* 
cower the principle unccncieit&ly followed then# a principle 
which hi© followers claim will permit today a volume of pro* 
duction unlimited by the monetary system#
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Silvio Seeell had formulated his program some years
before Hatta Timm, a personal friendt resolved to ©tart an ex*
>93
©hang© to put "'ibis Idea© into effect* A group of pupils and
supporters were gathered together to demonstrate his theories
in practise in the rural mining village of Schwanenftirchen*
An association was formed to issue notes in the form of Free
94
Money# which they called **Wara*.w A stamp one percent of the
i
value of the warn not© had to he affixed thereupon every month#
96
making a total annual fee of 12 percent.#
One of the members .of the exchange was a mining en­
gineer who had purchased a coal mine very cheaply# but who did 
not have enough money to run it* A credit in wara was arranged 
against the security of the mine* little trouble was exper­
ienced in engaging workers who would accept the wara in wages 
since the town# whose economy was bound up with the mine# was 
destitute* Fear that the merchants would not accept the new 
money was resolved when they were promised that a commissary 
would be set up for them*
Storekeepers# alarmed for fear that they would lose 
their little remaining business# went to the raine-owner to
protest. He persuaded them to use wara# and promised them 
* *  _ _
John Chamberlain* *Mone.y in Motion#1* Hew Outlook#
June# 1933# 19-21*
94
Buchi* op* cit.# 191# believes the name comes from 
the German word for ^enduring** Chamberlain# op* cit*.# 20# ‘ 
maintains that the .word is a compound of the words for ^goods" 
and "currency** This latter opinion appears to be the more 
logical one* and has more widespread acceptance.’
95 .
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that If they wore unable to dispose of the money, the aseoela*
Q  JHfc
tlon would exchange the surplus for Helehsj&s.rks«
40 a result of the use of* the new money, a ref la* 
ilea of the vlllagefe business took pl&ee* Trade flourished, 
the mine was operated'at a profit, and sehwanenkir efcen had a 
taste of real prosperity. The 'notes began to hm& a wide
9 7
circulation#
The Rslohsbank began to he afraid of the iafluendci
of the hew currencyii however* Since the association w m  with*
in the law, extraordinary measures had to .bo taken* The bank
was able to persuade the government to promulgate- an emergency
law making the wars illegal# The result was that schwanen*
98kirehen clipped lack into its pre*wara- depression*
It is of considerable importance that a few small 
lank© found it possible-to accept wars accounts, taking the 
deposits and -Immediately loaning the vmra out to- those- wno 
asked for 1 credit* The1 banks# of course#-were under the same 
compulsion, of circulating the wars to avoid payment of the 
tax as were private individuals-# and depositors were only t m
99
glad to preserve the mice of their deposits without interest* 
The second important experiment based on Geoell's
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Hum R# B* Cohrssen# "trtira#* the ffaw Republic, August 10# 
1932, 333*339, Apparently the bank*a eKSfgTTSircSSrylng the notes 
was a small fraction of the interest* Theexaot amount of the 
charge could not bo ascertained*
m
Wr m  Money plm w m  tried In Austria in July* 195a* tee mayor
of Worglf m m m  with the imposing mm® of tntorguggeaberger*
bad visited aehwaMaklrohoii to study the Fro# money plan in
operation* Ott returning to M b  little municipality be devised
a similar schema for use tliars*
telrty*two thousand schillings* worth of scrip In
denemlnations of lt S* and 10 schilling notes was issued by
the Worgi Stergenoy Relief Department* Officially* the scrip
was toowa as "Certified Compensation Bills*® 'Owe# a month a
owe ©#ai stamp marked "contribution* had to be affixed to the
proper dated space on each note* Such of these ©paces was in*
scribed with the word© **Bellef contribution* in small type*.
On the left side of the hill at the top was the statement
*Th®y alleviate need* give work and bread*® tee hack carried
a ringing appeal to use scrip to speed up the circulation of 
100money*
Fearing- that the Austrian Rational lank would repeat
the action of the leiehsbaftk* a sum equal to the amount of'
serif too set 'aside in lawful money to allow for easy liquida*
tlon* Redemption from, this fund was permitted soripwhoiders
on payment of a S percent fee* Once people were convinced
101that redemption was possible*, few notes war# exchanged*
tee town agreed to accept the serif for taxes* § m  
water* and electricity* city 'employe# wore, persuaded to re«
ilHWimiXJiir iiHMM nm iwwwgwwrtatfWf'100
Cohrtmen* “War*," Saw Outlook, M&roh, IfS3. 42»43*
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ceive half their pay in the new currency* In three week b, it 
is claimed, the money was accepted without question and was 
beginning to spread over Austria* The velocity of circula­
tion was estimated at some twenty times greater than normal
In the opinion of Paul Einzig, whose Judgment has not 
been marred by the desire to convert others to Gesell* s doctrines*, 
it is "beyond doubt" that on the small scale on which it was 
applied the experiment was successful*
Arrears of taxes and other outstanding debts were 
paid off as quickly as possible* "Both the municipality 
and private individuals began to spend more freely so 
as to avoid losing interest on their bank notes. Unem­
ployment disappeared, trade became prosperous#105
Christopher Hollis adds that "within the first four months
after the issue of the new money, the town had accomplished
public works to the value of one hundred thousand schillings#
*..Receipts of back taxes were eight times greater than in
the past#
The fear that the Austrian national Bank would take 
action against the municipality in protection of its monop­
oly powers was justified# After a few months of success, the 
experiment was brought to an end# With Ur. Binzig we feel 
that "it is a pity*##, for it would have been most interest­
ing to watch its development in the long run, especially if
« f\pi
the example had bean followed on a larger territory***
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It m m  only a snort time after tha sturopean appiica* 
iions of tha Free Itom y  principle wra attempted that the idea 
spread to -the Unite 1 r,fcntes* Some communities already had 
mmtilinry ecrip csurroacictr which were the rooulte of \ nation** 
wide l#owap movement#a doT.rer.aton phenomenon caused by short* 
agoe of money* Town **emp centers" wore fo,mad where barter 
traaaaetiene were held* and scrip was occasionally itmued to 
facilitate exchange*^^?he “Free honey*’ proposal was frequently 
eeheidered to be merely a method for liquidating the scrip 
through the "profit*1 resulting from the imposition, of the 
stegaiire interest* and the piano adopted showed that -this 
consideration waa isaie of primary Importance*
The first use of stamped scrip in the United state# 
mm' In Haw-arden,. Tera,^°?h&rles Zylntr&p a native of Hawarden# 
.developed and placed in effect c variation to the Worgl scrip 
which was later .adopted by a number of municipalities-* This 
particular variation qamo generally t© be. called the Hawar&en 
scrip*
In' October of _ 1933*. £300 In scrip was issued in $1 
denominations * The scrip was made redeemable In tender#
hut m  redemption fund was set up in advance* It was to be 
redeemable only.when thirty^slx ihree-cent stamps had been
j*Flgh©r* Stamp .Scrip {Hew ’forks Adelphi Company * 1933)#
3«*?#
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I* Fisher* "The Stamped Scrip Plan** Haw Republic,
DOC* 21* 1932, 163-164*
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affixed* that is* v?hm a total of- #1*08 had fee*# spent far 
stamps^feis in' itself indicates that the self♦lifyidating 
feature was primarily emphasised* There was m  Intention of . 
supplying a monetary medium for indefinite circulation* la 
effect# the scrip, was created to permit expenditures for muni­
cipal purposes t those accepting the scrip loaned goods or 
services to the communitys it was taxed in order that the 
loan might fee repaid In flreal money***
Brea more important was another departure from the 
ffergX scrip* Instead of requiring that the scrip fee stamped 
at regular Interwale# the stamping w&e made obligatory on the
completion of each sale* This meant that the speed motive
109m m  lost entirely*
The H*warden»typ* scrip was adopted on a slightly 
larger scale in Btranston* Illinois* The Evanston Independ­
ent Retail Merchant** Association, known as the Birma* 
sponsored the scrip in an attempt to encourage people to 
feuy at independent rather than chain retailers* and In Brans- 
ton# not Chicago* Fire thousand dollars in the scrip was 
issued and sold- to members* This was used fey them to pay 
employes and discharge certain local obligations* The rev­
enue from the sale of the scrip m m  taken to set up a- fund 
with which to protect the issue* The currency was to fee re­
tired after fifty stamp* at two cents apiece had been attached#
^   -"X$S'irxc
fisher* Stamp, Serin* so*
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Ifeld** 31*
mThe town had beam forced to defray acme of Its. ex­
penses In tox-antlcipatlon warrants* the association bought 
■ tbs© up an fast as- they were issued* These warranto ware, 
left, in the treasury..for distribution among the members ac­
cording to their purchase, of stamps* me result of the
Birma dollar w m  to make the members, buy tax-anticIp&tion
110warranto on the Installment plan*
The scrip was m t  successful in accomplishing the
objects for which It was adopted* There w m  wholesale eva­
sion, of the tax* The chain stores agreed to receive the 
scrip* etampless* if the patrons would take it back that way* 
Stamp sales fell and the turnover of the scrip was slow*.
The association is reported to iu&ve'recognised that dated 
scrip of the Wbrgl type is superior to the Hawarden variety* 
An Professor Fisher points out*, the defects of the dateless 
scrip are mmn more glaring in a village than in a falr-ained 
eltyi
. In a very small town* such m  there Is
more local patriotism* and a greater responsibility of 
one city to another than In a larger town* Thus* 
while in that small town people may be conscientious 
enough to affix stamps voluntarily* they -will not do it 
so readily in a bigger tewn*&3»l
The following communities have also tried the Ha*
warden scrip with varying degrees of success* The elm  of
ror~
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Fisher* "Stamped Scrip*" Hew Republic* Feb* 33* 
1933* 48*49* ~
the issue* denomination© of metes# and the percentage of tax 
per transaction ti m m  boon g i v m  wherever possible* Any char*
aoteristios disiiJtgolssMmg. the issue hare also been noted*
Kansas« -ISOO in t#50 tic tea*
Scrip foldable; stempo attached inside# 
Alhia* I owe# $401*30 in #*50 notes* 2^* 
granite. Falls* Minnesota* First issue #X0O0 in 
$«83# $50#. and ®X notee* 4$»* B i m  of later 
issue unknown*
Fella* Iowa* |300*
M&mom* Oklahoma* #500 in |X notes* 3jj£* 
fftdora* Iowa* $300 #.
Xexiiigt,Qtit J^braaha* #500 ia #1 notes authorised* 
#325 issued*
Bald* Qklmhom* $l?00 its $1 notes*
Mae on
Because the dateless scrip was the first introduced 
into the United States# the dated Variety here was unable to 
make a great deal of headway* A small issue was tried in
the first o M m n  plane listed on this page are .dee*
cribed In-Fisher# gtmmn Bottom 33*31*. the twelfth will be 
found in £eat*r M11i^SJ'^oS^at*bou»d Macadam Paid for in
Mason City with Scrip*** the American City* lor#t 1933* 54*06#.
u $330 in ##50 notes*
Iowa* #300* 3$.
and. .Anaheim*, .California* fl notes* 4J$*
I
purchase were orer #*50I 0  if under that
H I
Botham* Alabama* and- a great many municipalities wore eoneld** 
ariitg such is eyes when the partial revival ill trade and the 
difficulties experienced by eemsRtnitlee using the Kavarden 
scrip evidently discouraged them'frcm attempting the mere 
practical farm*
In Kansas’ m special amendment was introduced to 
authorise the, issuance of scrip by local units and to attempt 
to gala eome’uniformity* Soms consideration was given in 
several states* particularly xoea» to the possibility of using 
ear ip money on a state«vide t>aeie*^3bne of these measures " 
were passed#
'0#'February H* 1933# Senator Bankhead of Alabama 
Introduced a bill into Congress'authorising the federal 
government'' to Issue dated stamp^scrip to operate as legal 
tender during the limited period' of issue* the amount of 
scrip to he released was act specified in-the act# so as a 
safeguard against inflation it was provided that issuance 
be stopped when the price level equaled four»fifths of that 
#f lf30#^ilthough some publicity was given to. the bill# the 
wave of .monetary mud banking reforms of' that year sponsored 
by the Administration nullified any slight ehamea it might 
have had for serious consideration#
For several years Geeell'fe perishable money m n*
Fisher# stamp Bor Ip* 43 
Ibid*.* 66*68*
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cept w m  given -scant attention in the Wmtmu Hemisphere#
then# rather suddenly# Canada .and the United states awakened
to learn that william Aherhart# prwiosoly known by the more
euphonious title of “Bible Bill#4 had been alooted premier
of the province of Alberta on a platform promising to pay
every Albertan |25 a month# And although this was pure
Social Credit m  propounded by hhjor C# H* Douglas# ho amassed
both supporters.and opponents by starting the printing presses
H i
to produce ^velocity dollars* ** a currency of the dated type#
Public Work© Sinister W* 4# Fallow was given credit
U 6
for **in venting11 the velocity dollar# which was dated with the
week of issue and had 104 spaces to be filled with stamps#
It was neceseery to affix a <me**eent stamp eaeh week under
the plan# After two years the velocity dollars could be
turned in at the Alberta treasury for legal tender#
fhe scrip was first introduced at Sadicine Hat#
to whose municipal treasury Aberharl offered to sell 3600
velocity dollars-for $1000 cash# next it was announced that
117the dole .would be paid in the n m  currency*
-At first the velocity dollars# known also as "pros** 
parity certificates#1* were fairly well received* Sot only
Dollars# * flme# Aug* 10# 1936# 33#
.110 ~ ~ ~
Alberta Stores Slap Brakes on High-Speed Currency#*
Bgwweek# Aug* Sf 1036# IB*
":3C[riX7
nAberhart Dollars*^ ap#,^ .eft#
relief mottoM* but m M m t mm&MOm ami pwcNtooial officials.
PteeSvei them m  part of their par* fhe$r f w  «e#pt#i hr
most of the stereo ami "tawi mxuqf* was given in fwttust*
After the first few tofO|^ teweirer'g ereiit ©lips began to he
given Instead of e&ange* Chamber© of Ctomre© aitriaei their
member© against the momep* Banks refused to take it| union
agreement© eolloA for legal tenter* najor Bonglae*. for whet#
flan Abettor! *« voters thought they were voting* ienmneeft
H o
the oortifioatea*
A wmm%m of obvious injustice© gave rise to protest©
against the flan* ^ihoXmmXmn were loaded with goods for
whieh they hat to take oertifioate# that ooult not he meet
for haring eotftlee outsit# the province# ihla ohJeoMon
was partially met hr Premier toastertto t&riy teoiaion to
reieesa fart of their eertlfioatea in oash eueh month to m In*
tain the flow of good©* conventional money w  4*4von oat
of olnmlatlon to a great extent! no on# -who hat on Aberhart
teller woalt spend a regular one* 0<mfl&©ne@ 0 0 0m ©lipped*
it#r#ke#fera refused to take more of the matter then they oeuM
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use in taring taxes# it wm not, long before it wan dieter* 
eret that of the- tit to smly too- wwlft
take unlimited asorofe of" l i  BWff:* to in tte*5^
... #tr#©l1 loner*11 time* Aug* .14*. 1$86# §©*
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*Alberta Stores Slap Brakes on Highspeed 0a»en#r.#,f 
.On* 011# * USS«
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**ir#©h mmmw^ m * elt*
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restrained the Edmonton City council from accepting the 
121
scrip* Critics maintained that the stomps constituted a
sales tax on the consumer* *Xttsi$&d of' becoming a,,social
Credit Utopia** * *Alberta was one of the most heavily taxed
\PPcommunities on the Continent*
In spite of the setbacks his program wa® receiv­
ing, Premier Aberhart “began to register people for social 
Credit and $25 a month* - the permanent plan on .which the new 
era in Alberta was to be based* 12fhe scrip was acclaimed as
successful, by provincial officials until the. last minute
124
before the entire structure collapsed* The scheme was 
liquidated and the provincial government prevented from 
further extreme monetary reforms*
It would hardly be expected that a proposal very 
similar to that tried in Alberta would be attempted in the 
face of the disaster that overtook It* Yet the fall of 1938 
found Californians close -to a •reform* alike in most major 
respects to that given trial In the Canadian province* In­
stead of being tied to a $25 a month social dividend scheme* 
it was designed to give qualified California residents fifty
|*gj
Albertans Are Divided on Aberhari's Money Wlasftrdy*” 
Jfewsweek* Aug. 22* 1938* 16*-^nn.r-nr»,Y
^Alberta*© Oreen-and-Purple $1*00* * Literary Digest* 
Aug* 15# 1936# 36-37*
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9Albertans Are Divided on Aberhart** Money Wizardy#9
op. cit*
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9Scrip .Flows* n Literary Digest* Sept* 12# 1936# 42*.
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years or older— 50d#§00 to 800*000 of them— $3§; every Thursday* 
Again it will ba noted- that the stamped money was to be used 
to raise funds* a far cry from th§ ^incidental revenue11 ex*
$60ted by Oauell* Whereas the rate of shrinkage■under the 
Alberta scheme m e  52 percent a year* the California plan con* 
templ&ted a two* instead of one-esnt stamp every week* tanking 
a total annual interest of 104 paroatJt«12!hls would be twenty 
time© that deemed necessary by O m e ll to- produce m shrinkage 
sufficient to put m m m oM ttm ami money on an even footing# 
Those proposing the #Thirty Dollars Every Thurs­
day ** plan -maintained that Aberh&rt* a attempt had been doomed 
to failure from the beginning for two main reasons» 'first* 
because ho offered, bio social credit to everyone instead of 
merely' the aged* and second* because ho fought the hanks 
when h© should have secured their  co-operation, under the 
California-plan the hanks would have made about |20#000,000 
a year from handling accounts and selling stamps.# If a-bank 
would not take this opportunity* .a financial agency was to be 
opened next door* The California Bankers* Association re­
fused to-take the bait offered* however* and announced that
126
not one bank in the state would handle the certificate©*
In addition to these two reasons* a contributing
~ ~ i i r
Raymond Clapper* ^Middle Age lomey-oo-Bound*«
Survey CranMe* ITor#t i§38* 533*
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Frank *T. Taylor* "Short Cut to Utopia** Forum*
Her** 1938* 246*. ~  ”
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Muse of the failure in Alberta wag gait to he the refusal 
of the government bo accept the serif in o&tiefaction of
order to avoid this error, the California salon 
tar was to he ..suspended when goods, < with the exception of 
gasoline, m m  bought* The state income tax law was to be 
rewritten to give exemptione on that .portion' Of income which
m m  received in scrip* Yet the warrant redemption stamps
‘ ISO
were only to be purchased in United States Currency*
the- ultimate goal of the California plan was net** 
tiler merely to furnish the aged with security and a high 
standard of living during their declining years nor to set 
up a Free Honey economy of the type visualised by Silvio 
(resell* It is evident that they aimed toward "production 
for usa and abolition of price#* with social credit replao** 
lug money m  we now know th a little technocracy
added for good measure* Whatever the ideal, the defeat at 
the polls ended the possibility of the plan’s adoption*
Before concluding this section* we should mention 
two attempted applications of the waning money principle 
which did not m&te& m m  of negative interest rates* The first
w** . i i wj #f ‘r,~ nimn
. Murray $* Lawson, .* Thirty Dollars Every Thursday,* 
Canadian Forum* lev*, 1938, 238*
ill1™
Clapper, op* ait** 534*
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Lawson, op* cit», 238*
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Thyier, op* eit*.* 242*
w m  tried in B m m m y  in 1931 by an acnociatlon called the 
•Allgesieitser Seutscher fauschertand**1 Thm mrtp wae Icaowa 
as T^awebexy* and m s  printed in one marl: no tec only* An 
evaporation. rata of one pfennig per -m®k was agreed upon# 
and additional notes were released accordingly* It required 
a special computation for each transfer# complicated bools* 
keeping* and had a had psychological effect apart from the 
first two difficulties*
Am American mxpotUa&nt along similar lineo w o  
sponsored by the *Threefold Ceieesenweelth League* for nee in 
housed* and apartments* It was later abandoned in fairer of 
stamp scrip* 13io information on the aucccea of the stamp 
plan is available*
Fisher* Stamp Scriu* 41*
4# Theoretical Analysis
the plan for a waning, money adwmecd by Dr. jsialer 
may be suim&arlly dealt ■with* The expansion of the .note issue 
by the continuous addition of flat money would unquestionably 
hare a bad psychological effect# the value at which "current 
money* would be accepted would depend upon,the degree of faith, 
which the people had in the monetary authority* a conetaut 
rate of depreciation could not be assured*
Iren more prejudicial to the success of the pro* 
pm®. 1 la its extreme complexity* Slither a calculation would 
be required each time purchases were made# or alee prices 
would bar# to be changed constantly to keep up with the do* 
predation* At any rate# continuous references to values in 
"bank moneys would have to be made* Bookkeeping would be ire* 
men&eusly complicated* in addition# the desire to avoid the 
Xoss '-attendant holding "current money" might well result in 
the use of checks for every kind of purchase* To the degree 
that this w m  true# the plan would fail* A heavy burden on 
commercial transactions would result# whatever the other
results of the proposal#
Omeli’e plan, is far m®m feasible* His desire to 
separate the "stare of value" and "medium of exchange* fuac* 
tiona of money rests on sound logic* There is little question 
but what the separation would actually result from M s  stamped* 
.money plan# and that as a result of this separation# money
8 3
would better serve m  a medium of exchange* $ha question of 
whether wo should ho willing to abandon mom f  as wo now know 
It is another matter» ©von if the practicality of the Go&ell 
plan* given certain modifications# is admitted* The multiple 
functions which our rnonoy serves offers ua innumerable advan­
tages# The right to nave without lose of capital la a highly 
important one to the individual* Acceptance of the Oeeell 
plan would necessarily ho based upon the auuunptiou that the 
format Ion of capital through saving would not bo hindered*
And although he and his followers go to considerable paiius to 
show taut the formation of real' capital would be ■mintained#' 
some would undoubtedly question it* It is our belief oaut 
capital formation in the oeaoe of plant expansion would be" 
encouraged rather than discouraged# but that corporate cash 
balances would he reduced to a minimum* Personal savings 
would not be lessened materially If at alls particularly if# 
ae appears likely# time- dopesits could 00 hold without pay* 
ing negative Interest* But the decision to adopt the Proa 
‘Money plan would also imply admission that other reform© 
without the tmommlmmm of thin a'chcsse would be unable to 
accomplish the dostred social ends*
, j3g
In making ibir statement concerning aesell'a origin* 
at proposal# we do not imply that the etamp scrip used in the 
United States m«M Canada# or that a similar scrip in the future 
did or would *b@ller nerve m  a medium of exchange** The cause 
for the failure of the recent attempts will be discussed below*
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We agree in general' with the (jaeell followers when 
they say that "capital interest is the price of. scarcity** 
Keynes has declared that »a properly ran community equipped 
with modern technical resources*; of which the population is 
not increasing rapidly, ought to he ahle to bring down the 
marginal efficiency of capital in equilibrium approximately 
to sero within a single generation* do not hold with
(Sewell* however, that "certain Inherent defects in the mon* 
etary system#Ware insuperable obstacles to the elimination 
* * *of the privileges of m o n e y h i s  implies that only the 
Free Money program is competent to produce any considerable 
reform*
fhe assertion that an increase in production causes 
a fall in the interest rate* and that this fall in turn 
causes hoarding leading to a stoppage in production and an
135
increase' in the power of capital to exact interest must also 
be challenged here# It is known that nominal interest rates 
are generally high#, not low# in prosperous periods $ the ques» 
tion of the course of the real interest rat© has never been 
satisfactorily settled# but there is reason to believe that 
it tends to be fairly high because of the demand for new cap* 
iial* And' even if the converse of this presumption could Pe,
Keynes# general Theory# 221*
GeseXl* op* cit•# xv*
135 ‘ *
See abore# 55*56*
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demonstfated* .!». P *.* that interest ratoe do boar eome Inverse 
relationship to the total capital* regardless of demand, hoard- 
lug i© unlikely after falls in the rate* I« the periods of 
m r  Metory when interoat ratee' hare been co&parltimly loir* 
it ic commonly agreed that money has remained plentiful <-\nd 
that toan.’ts h&v© been willing to a^tand ,credit* But it, JL41, 
also lively that intersot rates have never been permitted to 
fall as low an they might have*
The post-war experiences of Croat Britain and the 
United States are* indeed, actual examples of how an 
accumulation of wealth* m  large that its marginal ef­
ficiency has fallen more rapidly than the rate of in­
terest can fall in the face of* the prevailing Institu­
tional adn psychological factors*, can interfere, in 
conditions mainly of laisneg-fAire* with a reasonable 
level of employment aHnEtS^the^atandarcl of life which 
the-technical conditions of production are capable' of 
furniahlng#130
the contention that the price level may he stabilised 
with, ease simply by altering the quantity of money in cir­
culation may m l m  be challenged, This claim is based on the 
belief that the velocity of money will be stabilised at high 
speed, leaving quantity as the only variable In the control 
of prices.# Although some constancy should be added with the 
increase in turnover, absolute stabilisation would Imply that 
each individual spent his money in the shortest time humanly 
possible*. The so-called "stabilisation*1 that may be expected
j
is that of a.flexible lower limit on the ape^d of turnover 
due to the encouragement gi*fen to spending* The control of
A5p
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the price level should b© made easier# hut it would by no 
means become automatic#
To say that a negative inf erect ia to be placed -on 
money is equivalent to saying that the holding of money 
shall he taxed* And as is the case with all taxes, the bur­
den with which it reefs is of importance# It Is worthy of 
note, therefore, that negative interest i© by nature a pro­
gressive levy* This Is unlike the sates tax which is re­
gressive since a larger percentage of small incomes than of 
large must go to the tax— the consumer-expenditure Item nec­
essarily is greater proportionately than savings* Since the 
lower income recipient has little carry-over, he pays direct* 
ly very little In forest* B m n  if it ho assumed that price© 
would rise somewhat to compensate for the payment, it is un­
likely that they would rise high enough to be equivalent to 
the charge which would be exacted from the bank deposit hold­
er* The question of the burden of the fax depends to- a con­
siderable degree on the extent to which it can successfully 
be avoided# Under any circumstance the payment is small 
enough so that its burden# under the percentage originally 
suggested by Gesell, would bo slight*
The problem of avoidance of the interest is one of 
more importance than that of the progrecoivity or regreaolv** 
ity of f Ho tax burden* It has been suggested that- the plan 
may be impractical because of the amount of avoidance that 
may be practised* Keynes has declared that the difficulty
8?
im a result of 068*1113 unawarenes* -of the fact that
money ms not unique in having a liquidity premium 
attache* to it# but differ#* only in- degree from many 
other articles* deriving its importance from haring a 
greater llquidlty^ premitstt than any other article, thm 
it currency•notes were to he . deprived of their liquid* 
ity*premiu» by the stamping system* a long series of 
substitutes would, step into- their shoes^ he&kHneney# 
debts at call# foreign money* Jewellery end the pre* 
clous metal© generally# -and so .-forth**^  •
He also mentions land ownership m  a possible escape hut notm
that GeeeiX had proposed a scheme for land nationalisation
which would -elimimte this avenue of escape*
In--the emu of the plan offered by Bcnevisti*
avoidance through: purchase of commodities would he serious*.
for Benevletl is interested mainly in the discouragement
of hoarding of every type* Osssll does not attempt to die*
courage earing in commodity forms in fact* as we saw* Urn 
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encouraged It* Bren if hoarding were widespread# It could 
not Injure the effectirrnmm of money as a medium of exchange* 
and the preserration of a "free Honey* wm  hie primary cea~;" 
elderatlon* Banks would he forced to male# a charge on all 
funds which were- held in form liquid enough to prorent their 
offeetiro investment# thus eliminating the "store of value” 
feature cron from hank deposits* fho control of th© foreign 
exchanges probably would ho desirable# although if an inter* 
national stabilisation agreement such as that suggested by 
Geeell were made# strong measures to block foreign currency
------ jjpp-
Ibid** 39?~3$8»
138*“
Be# above,, 87,;
mpurchases would be mmommry*
Qm ehametsrietio of ‘pMm that malms &%
unique among monetary reforms Is its teadeisey turned defla* 
tim trath#? item inflation* the total quantity of money 
becomes continually I mo, because of the use of m m  of the 
currency in maintaining the r&lm of the remind®r* It is 
only through the addition of amounts of currency equal to 
the shrinkage that the price level .may he maintained*
One final* general criticism may ho. made of Go* 
sell*a proposal# to enthusiast# Gesell presented hie pro* 
gram as a core, for nearly every major economic evil* fhia 
was the 'erer^eenfldenee common to reformer a* for emamplOt 
.Saehse# a socialist# was willing to concede that unearned 
income and onemfloymoat might he eliminated# twit eensldere 
the Gsseli plan far from a panacea since great Inequality 
Of wealth sight yet ?esmla«^8tbar* m e  unwilling to admit 
that the plan would do more than speed op trade# and thus 
assist in eelwing the major prabieme* still other# contend
that measures of monetary retom, cannot he of any. material
*
help.? John atraehey holds eueh a hell of to he merely a
"comforting Illusion*»^ |fid le particularly critical of
proposals to stabilise the price level* He* lihe Br« ll&yek#
141contends that such an attempt would actually cause crises*
1S9
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Beither extreme enthusiasm nos absolute denial of validity 
m m  reasonably be defended*
The theories propounded by Bonevteti, Ostrer, and 
Mark require little more analysis then, they have received 
in pasting* If the suggestions of the first twe authors 
were followed* the entire bashing structure would undoubtedly 
be destroyed* A negative interest sufficient to cause with* 
drawals would be store successful in removing the talking ays* 
tea’s source of income then in insuring that the money would 
no longer be hoarded* private stores of currency '-would be* 
come common. Jeffry Mark’s conditional tax on deposits would 
have a similar affect unless the administration of the pro* 
pooal were extremely las* in which case the influence of the 
measure would be almost non-existent*
On the basis of the information available the at­
tempted applications of Oesell’o principles wore successful 
both at worgl and sohwonenkirohen* Although this* of course* 
speaks well for the, worth of the proposal, it should be re* 
numbered tact any expansion of the circulating medium would 
have had an inflationary affect; oven if scrip other than 
stamped scrip had been used, some stimulation of business would 
probably have resulted* Saougto has been learned, however, 
to give the principle of perishability credit for the degree 
of success attained*
The American attempts were on the whole of laftif*
fercnt success* despite the rather extensive claims aate for 
them by Professor fisher*. The Bawarden system was particular* 
ly due for lU-suooees since the stamp mounted to a general, 
transaction tax end no rapid turnover resulted*
So single outstanding instance of the success of 
this form of scrip has bees found. Six Iowa counties 
which used this kind of scrip have,announced that they 
must now issue beads to redeem lt***E
properly speaking, the tax cannot be called » negative in*
terest payment einoe the charge is for purchase rather than
for holding money a definite period of time*
marked. 'This* we believe, was due to the attempt to make 
the scrip into a self-liquidating loon requiring a high tux 
payment* "Gsoell did not want the fee payable for the use 
of money to be even as high in proportion as that now charged
for British postal orders for small sums,..11 Baynes believes
that the small charge suggested by dossil was too high*
She original intention had been to make money suf­
ficiently perishable to put it on a par with the average run 
of commodities* Placing a higher tax on the mites then was 
originally contemplated meant Increasing the perishability. 
And although the degree of perishability which would oom 
nearest to making money equal to the average commodity can 
only be approximated* there is no Question but what a rate
Even when dated scrip was used* the failure was
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of depreciation if 60 or 100 percent per meam would do m m  
than ®ak® the holding of money e<jually undesirable! it would 
turn a "money-preference" late a "goods-pref erenea *® the 
result of over-shooting the mark is thia way would sot only 
te a repetition of the erne evil attributed to our present 
exchange system— the stagnation of trade 'through saving, 
although in this ease the reluctance would be is giving, tip 
goods for moncy»»but it would produce a far greater stoppage 
of trade* If confidence is lost in money, goods never need 
be exchanged for it} barter transactions can be substituted 
completely. In the case of an over-improved money, a min« 
imam is always exchanged for the commodities necessary to 
life, She Alberta experiment, instead of decreasing the iff* 
foresee in durability between goods end money, vastly increased 
it. it is no wonder that merchants refused to accept the 
"velocity dollars*! their "goods-preference* was perfectly 
natural*
fa concluding our analysis we should differentiate 
between the w e  elf us.- en <sow<^gst
and its use as a substitute for conventional money. Profes­
sor fisher*, although on advocate of the stamped money prin­
ciple, does not propose that the latter use be model “«#,Stamp 
Scrip 'never becomes a large proportion of the total eireula*
3wc
tics** It has frequently been suggested that if both the
fisher, stamp aerio. 14*
stamped and ordinary currencies ire used, the' eorig will
Simply drive out the other Sum, leaving not os increase
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in ’business* hut a new tax bur&asi m  business. Slsher points 
la rebuttal to the for# experiment as an Instance when, ad* 
Sitlonal bueinese was actually created* He has reversed
%m &- tttgQ&l W&XUmWS #* JMW u$t T O ®  w O
money supposedly in circulation aoesnft circulate, any money
which drives it out and really circulates in Its place is
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not "bad money* but "good money.**
Although Professor Pisher is undoubtedly right 
in M s  belief then as increase in trade resulted from the 
introduction of the for# scrip, some possibility remains 
that M i s  would have been only temporary. Given tine, a 
volume of normal currency equivalent in exefaango«power to 
the scrip might have bees driven out of circulation. Xhie
Jtf. ■% ■lu [Unr iMM 4m mru j&k *et. ^ wuijlk cM4Mt -Jfc Wtiifc dS-Mih jJht‘ihaa.~aii> .i$i .au. iftkm&t- iMtfgi’&Afeelfe* jfl 4Mt ififf 1-jnf '4§ tT V mm *ni '#tft ’ ifrW^ C^Ouw M w  £!& 0!t^ IBO'SfitB
likely from the Information available, before the experiment 
was hrou#.t to an -end legal»teztder money had bees almost com 
gletely bc m  replaced 1y  the scrip* in which case the latter 
would not is 'truth bo as auxiliary currency. She extent 
of the replacement is sot Mount but it s m  likely that 
a Free Honey economy was largely is effect* to .none of the 
American experiments was enough stamped scrip issued to sup*
" " " " " f g
mplant ordinary ooaey,
di aU# jHt ,iMt -rtkdttK Wta. 4K udiMU. MfikM*kuMd *Tw Tf jM*L Am -«»••»- -■# *A-.n ^ JCk, _-«*«m »M -»■*» ■•"’ —■— ■nilnlTt I JwIII# US# or OOJPi-p lH f l M l  &8l$t8l«$ w  0tt$P&6!8$t¥$
normal currency Is of doubtful value. At beat it can offer 
no none than a temporary stimulus of unpredictable strength. 
In any ease 'the admittedly transient nature of the expedient 
nofceB .judgment of It less important than of m  entire mas*
tary structure based on the "waning money" concept. Most
of our analysis: has applied to an economy booed entirely 
on free Money#
if the nations of the world ore confronted with 
another depression of the magnitude of that of the thirties# 
desoli *s plan might be worthy of trial* It ecuM not be m *  
posted that fundamental social problems would bo solved or 
that the exaggerated claims which have boon ©ads would come 
true, but a considerable expedition of trade would undoubt­
edly result* the disadvantages resulting from its adoption 
would have to be weighed carefully# Considerable caution 
weald need to be exercised to ease the transition from the 
old to the new money# A rate of ahrinJsage of sot over 5 
percent per annua Should be adopted*
Keynes* evaluation of the significance of Sesell’s 
proposal gives it one ef.the highest places in the field of 
social reform. Although we have qualified our acceptance 
of the principle somewhat more than he* blw statement merits 
final quotation«
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$h# purpose of the took, f ffatural aoonomio order! 
as a whole nay be deseribed ae the estabTishiEienF of'"a® 
ahti~UanKitm eoelalisn* a reaction against ialaaeg»fal»e 
built ea theoretical foundations totally w i l ^  taos® 
of Iter* In being booed on a repudiation instead of an 
acceptance of the classical hypotheses* and on m  un- 
fettering of aoapetition instead of Its abolition* I 
believe that the future will lenrn oore from the spirit 
ef Gesell than, from that of
Keynes, Senegal shear?. 855*
V* Summary j Conclusions
Bsgative interest concepts nay be divided into 
five classes according to the function of the interest in 
each ease. She first three involve loans at negative inter­
est to various types of borrowers! consumers, institutional 
consumers, and producers* Ihe fourth concept is that Of a 
natural negative - interest resulting from a combination of 
market foroes and is analyzed In accordance with accepted 
economic techniques* She fifth slats iaelu&es the various 
proposals for monetary and social reform which.seek to place 
negative interest charges on money.
Suggestions of negative interest loans to consumers 
have usually boon prompted by a desire to protect the neces­
sitous borrower from hardship due to changes in the price 
level* curing periods of falling.prices, leans at nominal­
ly negative rates may be neoeeoary to maintain the interest 
in terms of goods at levels contemplated When the contracts 
were made* Adjustments of loan contracts resulting in neg­
ative nominal rates have been made after a fall in the price 
level, but the difficulty Involved in negotiating such ar­
rangement© m y  be avoided by stabilising the loans when made 
in terms of goods by reference to an index of the price level*
net,
Sither an adjustment or a stabilisation may be supported on 
theoretical grounds sinoc tho justification tor Interest 
' payment Is based fundamentally upon real goods, not money.
In individual cases, however, ethical and legal problems 
are present, so that final conclusions as to the desirabil­
ity of adjusting loans for consumption cannot be made m  
purely economic grounds.
Begatlve interest loans to hospitals, schools, 
and other institutional consumers have been advocated, first, 
in order to relieve these consuming bodies from competing 
in the open market for money, and second, &e a means of their 
subsidisation. Such a subsidisation procedure cannot bo re­
commended since the aid required by each will vary consider­
ably end has no direct relationship to the amount of money 
that need be borrowed, the lack of flexibility would make 
the scheme far inferior to direct subsidisation,
She proposal that negative interest leans be given 
to producers is frequently made in an attempt to eliminate 
the "monopoly of capital ownership" on which it is alleged 
that the exploitation of the worker is based# Zero-rate 
loans would make capital freely available to all; negative 
interest loans mean in effect the eubeidiration of favored 
producers.
Subsidisation through the negative interest loan 
contract has little more to commend it in this ease than it
9?
had to the ease of loane to consumer groups* then suggested 
as a measure of sooted reform* it oan he no more then a tea* 
porary measure. if used to support producers considered 
aeoese&ry for the continued welfare of the nation*. the link* 
tag of subsidization with the making of loans limits the 
effectiveness with which the aid can he given.
She possibility that the interest rate must fall 
to zero or below to agnate the supply end demand for funds 
in time of depression has often interested ©oonomistB. A 
"negative risk rate"— & payment made by the lender because 
of M s  desire to keep M s  funds safely**Is readily Smagin* 
able* A "negative wage rat©" under which the leader rather 
than the borrower is forced to bear the expenses of the loan 
a m  also be visualised. Bat although a negative tlms-pref* 
erenoe or a negative productivity is possible* the pure in* 
tercet rate cannot fall below zero because of the ability 
to hoard money in physical form. She nominal interest rate 
will be the sum of the positive and negative risk* wage, 
and pure interest rates* If the pure interest rat© happens 
to be low or at zero* and the wage and risk factors are some­
what below zero, a nominal negative rate will result.
A negative interest rate on money has been proposed 
to increase the velocity of circulation of money by making 
it advantageous to exchange money for goods as rapidly as
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possible. The negative interest la designed to make money 
perishable* that is, to place the holder of money under the 
same disadvantage as the holder of comaoditieo* Silvio 0e» 
sell* the moot prominent advooate of such a proposal* believed 
that a negative interest charge of 5 percent per annum would 
put money and commodities on an e<pal exchange level*
Several plans have been devised which place the 
interest charge on bank deposits only* leaving hand-to-hand 
currency free from depreciation* Thee© are unsatisfactory 
since evasion of the charge could be readily accomplished 
by withdrawing funds from the beak. Geaell’a plan for a 
negative interest on money applies only to currency» but 
since banks would be placed under the necessity of paying 
the tax on 'their cash reserve funds, a charge was expected 
on bank deposits as well.
tried on a email scale as auxiliary currencies, but most 
collapsed either because they failed to make the rate of 
depreciation constant* thus losing the speed-motive in ex­
change , or because they made money over-perishable and there­
fore inaceeptable in trade* Experiments that operated with, 
greater success were halted by State action before positive 
results could be measured* It may be judged, however, that 
the principle of a shrinking money is sound and if properly
might some day bo a valuable aid to recovery if other
forms of Oesoll’a interest-laden money have been
mm f o m m  are unable to present widespread degression and stag* 
action of trade* ¥miest»%i# conceal tauis of the prepdual 
mate acceptance of it conditional to a willingness to relin* 
ttsish present rights Meet upon the ability to sate without 
.loss* the f m M m m t o l  alterations that it would preface 
in our economic system make it in the nature of a ’’last re* 
sort11 measure*
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